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INTRODUCTION 
(i) Description of Results 
In this paper we prove optimal Holder estimates for 8, for the Bergman 
projection operator, and for the SzegG projection operator on pseudo- 
convex domains in complex dimension two. We also prove such estimates 
for a*, for the Szego projection operator, and for 0 b on pseudo-convex CR 
manifolds of real dimension three. Similar and related results have been 
obtained by Christ (see [Chrl, Chr2]). All these results come from the 
study of one pseudo-differential operator A on R3. Our main theorem is 
about A, all else follows as is shown in [K4] and outlined here. 
The operator A acts on functions defined on the boundary of the domain 
whose support lies in a small neighborhood of a fixed point P,,. Let L 
denote a non-vanishing vector field of type (1,0) on a neighborhood of P, 
in the boundary (such an L is given by (4) below). Then A is given by 
2A= -Lt-LL+2K (1) 
and 2K is a first-order pseudo-differential operator whose symbol is equal 
to the absolute value of the symbol of [L, L] in a conical neighborhood 
where - Lz- EL fails to be elliptic. The main theorem, which we 
formulate in this introduction, is concerned with the smoothing properties 
(in terms of Holder estimates) of operators of the form RA - ‘R’, where R 
and R’ are certain pseudo-differential operators. 
Let Sz c C2 be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary denoted by 
bl2. We denote by L2(Q) the space of square-integrable functions on Sz and 
by #(sZ) the subspace of L,(Q) consisting of holomorphic functions. Let U, 
uj E &(Q), j = 1,2, be given such that 
ti;, = aj for j=l,2 (2) 
and 
u I Gqi2). (3) 
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Suppose that P, E 0 and suppose that the restrictions of a, and az to a 
neighborhood of PO are in Lip(s). Then, if P, E Sz (i.e., P, # bSZ) and if s is 
not an integer we conclude, from the ellipticity of (2), that the restriction of 
any u satisfying (2) to some neighborhood of P, is in Lip(s + 1 bif s is an 
integer then the restriction of u is in Lip(s’) for all s’ < s + 1. When P, E bQ 
the situation is much more subtle. First of all, given any solution u of (2) 
and any h E X(Q) we see that u + h is also a solution of (2). Thus if u is 
smooth near P, and h is not then u + h is not smooth, so that we cannot 
expect to prove Holder estimates near P, E bQ for all solutions of (2)--here 
we will use the additional condition (3). Next if 52 is pseudo-convex then a 
necessary condition that there exist a solution of (2) which near P, is 
smoother than the aj, is that P, is of finite type in the sense of [Kl]. Here 
we recall the definition of finite type. 
DEFINITION. Let r be a C” function defined in a neighborhood of bQ 
such that dr # 0, r = 0 on bQ, r > 0 outside of a, and r < 0 in Q. Let L be 
the vector held given by 
L=r;,$--I+;,$. 
1 2 
We say that P, is offinite type if for some m the vector fields L, L and their 
commutators of order <m span the tangent space of bQ at P,,. We say that 
P, is of type m if m is the least number satisfying this condition. If P, is of 
type m, then there is a small neighborhood U of P, in C* in which every 
boundary point of Q is of type <m. For the statements of our results we fix 
such a neighborhood U. 
Recall that a function u satisfies a Holder estimate of order s, with s E R 
and 0 < s < 1, if there exists C > 0 such that 
W) - 4P)I G C IP- Ql’. 
To formulate our results concerning 8 we define the Lipschitz spaces Lip(s) 
for each s 2 0. When 0 < s < 1 then Lip(s) consists of all functions satisfying 
the above Holder estimate. We set Lip(O) = L,, the space of all bounded 
functions. For s > 1 we define Lip(s) inductively by u E Lip(s) if and only if 
Du E Lip(s - 1) for all first partial derivatives D. 
Suppose that 52 is pseudo-convex and that P, E bQ is of type m. Then we 
have 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u, aj E L,(Q) satisfy (2) and (3) and that V is 
an open set such that [aj E Lip(s) for all c E C;( Vn Sz), where s > 0 and 
s+ l/m is not an integer. Then CUE Lip(s + l/m) for all CE C;(Un Vn 8). 
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We denote by B: &(sZ) --+X(Q) the Bergman projection operator, i.e., 
the orthogonal projection of L,(Q) onto X(Q). Then we have 
THEOREM 2. If f E L,(Q) and if for every [E CF( Vno) we have 
lf E Lip(s), where s is not an integer, then [B(f) E Lip(s) for all 
[ECF(UcJ Vni-2). 
Let &(Q) denote the space of holomorphic functions whose boundary 
values are square-integrable. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that u, a, E b(Q) satisfy (2) that 
(ri,al - r-,aZ)IbR E L,(bQ), that ulbR E L,(bQ), and suppose that 
ulbR I hi,, for all h E Xb(Q). Then, if {a, E Lip(s) for all c E CF( Vn a), 
and if s + l/m is not an integer, we have CUE Lip(s + l/m) for all [E 
C;(Un VnQ). 
We denote by S: L,(bQ) -+ ,yinb(Q) the Szego projection operator which is 
defined by the property that S(f)lba is the orthogonal projection off onto 
&u-J). 
THEOREM 4. Iff E L,(bQ), ifs is not an integer, and ifif E Lip(s) for all 
c~C;(vnbSZ) then [S(f)ELip(s)for all ~EC;(U~ Vna). 
The results of this paper imply stronger versions of the above theorems 
as is explained in the following remark. 
Remark 1. In Section 1, we define on lR3 the function spaces LIP(s) for 
each real number s. These spaces have the properties that when ~20 we 
have Lip(s)c LIP(s) and if s is not an integer then Lip(s)= LIP(s). 
Furthermore, the Sobolev space Hp”O(R3) is contained in LIP( -s,, - t). 
The above results are then strengthened as follows. By means of local coor- 
dinates we identify the sets Un bQ and V n bS1 with open sets in R3, then if 
g is a function on bSZ and c E CF( U n Vn bQ) we interpret 5g E LIP(s) in 
the obvious way-which is independent of the choice of coordinates. 
Theorems l-3 can then be strengthened by concluding that @lbR E 
LIP(s + l/m) in Theorems 1 and 3, and iB(f )Ibn E LIP(s) in Theorem 2. 
The theorems that we state below all deal with functions on R3 and we will 
formulate them in terms of the spaces LIP(s). 
Let Hb(bQ) denote the boundary values of elements in &(Q). It can be 
shown that &(bs2) is then the nullspace in L,(bQ) of L. Here L denotes 
the conjugate of L given by (4), that is, z =r~,(a/a,-,)-r,,(a/az,). 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that u, f E L,(bQ) and that they satisfy 
Lu=f (5) 
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and 
Suppose further that [f ELIP(s) f or all <ECF(VnbQ). Then [ME 
LIP(s + l/m) for all c E C;( Vn U n 652). 
Denoting by q , the operator El, = L*L we have 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that u, f E L,(bSZ) and that they satisfy 
q ,u=f (7) 
and 
Suppose further that 5f eLIP(s) f  or all [ECF(VnbQ). Then CUE 
LIP(s + 2/m) for all 5 E CF( Vn Un bSZ). 
Remark 2. The above results hold when Q cX, where X is a two- 
dimensional complex manifold with the property that there exists a strictly 
pluri-subharmonic function h defined in a neighborhood of bSZ (in case 
X = C* we can take h = 1~1’). Thus, in particular, the results hold for 
domains in Stein manifolds. 
Remark 3. Theorems 5 and 6 hold when bQ is replaced by a compact 
pseudo-convex three-dimensional CR manifold ~2 on which the operator 
ab has closed range in L,(A). We then replace L by 8,. 
All these results follow from the analysis of a second-order pseudo- 
differential operator A on Iw3. This analysis is given by the main theorem 
which is formulated below. 
(ii) The Main Theorem 
Let T be a vector field tangent to bQ (or to .H) in a neighborhood of 
P, E bSZ (or P, E A) such that L, L, T are linearly independent and T = r 
Pseudo-convexity means that T can be chosen so that 
[L, L] = (l/i) OT+ aL + bL, (8) 
with 820. Let yO, y,, y, be local coordinates on bQ (or on JZ) with origin 
at P,, such that 
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with g(0) > 0. Let (to, l,, 5,) denote the dual coordinates for the Fourier 
transform space. 
Let X, = Re(L) and X2 = Im(L), that is, 
x, =$(L+L) and X2 = (1/2i)(L - L). 
Note that 
(10) 
[X,,X,]=$eT mod(X,, X2). 
We now define A by 
A= -Xf-X,z+K, 
where K is the first-order pseudo-differential operator defined by 
(11) 
(12) 
WY) = jR3 e’-“%(y) KY) 5,!JYl) a(5) &, (13) 
!P is a C” function on Iw3 which is homogeneous of degree zero for ItI >/ 1 
and such that when (51 > 1, then 
if 15’1<15,,1and&,>l 
if 15’1 > 2 M 
if lt’l<l&,land50<-1, 
(14) 
where 5’= (0, tl, t2) and 15’1 = (ItI I*+ 15212)1’2. 
The operators X,, X, and the function 8 are only defined in a 
neighborhood of the origin. We will only apply A to functions which are 
C” outside of a small neighborhood of the origin and all our results will 
concern smoothness near the origin. It will be convenient to extend X,, X2, 
and 8 to all of R3, but only their values in a neighborhood of the origin are 
relevant. 
The fact that PO is of type m is now expressed in terms of Xi, X, as 
follows. Let i 1, . . . . i, be a k-tuple of ones and twos, and we define tIil,..,*ik by 
[X,, [A-,-,, . ..) [A-,, Xi,]] *. . ] = e”~-~‘kT moWI, x2). (15) 
Note that 8 = 28*l= -2012. 
DEFINITION. The origin is of type m if tP,..-“(O) = 0 whenever k < m and 
if there exists an m-tuple j,, . . . . j, such that Oil~~~..im(0) # 0. 
We will now motivate the definition of weighted order, given below, 
which is used in the formulation of the main theorem. A special case of the 
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main theorem is the study of the equation Au = fwithf E LIP(s). The main 
theorem then asserts that, in a small neighborhood of P,, we have u E 
LIP(s + 2/m) and Xju E LIP(s + l/m). More generally we are interested in 
an equation of the form Au = Zf; withf E LIP(s) and Z a polynomial in the 
A’,, X,. Given another polynomial Z’ in Xi and Xz we want to know 
which Lipschitz space Z’u belongs to. The answer is that Z’UE LIP($) 
whenever s’ < s - 2/m - (l/m)(wo(Z) + wo(Z’)), where wo stands for 
weighted order as defined below. Our theorem proves this for the Z and Z 
needed in the applications to Theorems 1 through 6 above, and very likely 
it is true for all Z and Z’. Our main theorem also gives conditions on Z 
and Z’ under which s’ = s i- 2/m + (l/m)(wo(Z) + wo(Z’)). 
DEFINITION. Let B denote the ring generated by X,, A’, over the C” 
functions. For Z E d we will denote by o(Z) the order of Z and we will 
define the weighted order of Z, denoted by we(Z), as follows. If Z is a 
monomial in the X,, X, then we(Z) = o(Z). For arbitrary ZE 3 let V(Z) 
be all finite sequences of monomials {Z,} such that Z= C g,Z,, with 
g, E C”, then we define we(Z) by 
we(Z)= min max o(Z,). 
(Z.jE *‘-(a ZeE (Z,} (16) 
Thus, for example, wo( [Xi, X,] ) = 2, 
and in general 
o(Z) < we(Z) d m o(Z). (17) 
The main theorem, which implies Theorems 1 to 6, can now be for- 
mulated as follows. We suppose that 6 = 2f12’ 2 0, that the origin is of type 
m, and that U is a neighborhood of the origin on which J0il,~.~7iml > 0. We 
also suppose that Z,, . . . . Z,, E %” with wo(Z,) = I, < 2 and that there exist 
functions h, EC” such that o(Z, - h,(X: + Xl)) < 1 (of course when 
o(Z,) < 1 this condition is automatically satisfied with h, = 0). Further, we 
assume that R,, . . . . R, are pseudo-differential operators of order zero. 
MAIN THEOREM. Given u, f,, . . . . f, E H-“‘(Iw’), with s0 2 0, satisfying 
Au=~ZAf, 
Y 
(18) 
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and if, ~Lip(c~)f or all c E C’;( V), where V is a neighborhood of the origin. 
If rO is defined by 
r,=mjn{cx,+q) (19) 
then cuELIP for afl ~EC;(U~ V). 
Furthermore, if wo(Z,) d 1 for all v, if Z E 27 with wo( Z) = 1, and if r L is 
defined by 
r, =,,{a,+&+} 
then (Zu E LIP(r) whenever r < r, and [E C’F( U n V). Finally, if there exist 
functions h, E C” such that o(ZZ, - h,(XF + Xf)) < 1 then ~ZUE LIP(r,) 
for all cfzCT(Un V). 
Remark 4. If for some Z, we have o(Z,) = 1 then the last condition 
above essentially means that Z is a multiple of X, f X2 and that if 
o(Z,) = 1 then Z, is a multiple of X, f ix,. 
Remark 5. The conclusion “~ZUE LIP(r) whenever r < rl” cannot in 
general (without the additional assumption) be strengthened to ~ZUE 
LIP(r, ). We will give a precise estimate for jZu in a strengthened version of 
the main theorem in Section 8. 
In the Appendix we give an outline of the proof that the main theorem 
implies Theorems l-6. The details are given in [K4]. Here we will just give 
a brief indication of how Theorems 1 and 2 follow from the main theorem. 
Taking linear combinations of the equations in (2) we obtain 
Euo = (r,,a, -I,, dhn =fO, (21) 
where u0 = ulbR, We wish to prove that &, E LIP(s+ l/m) for all c E 
Cz( Un Vn bS2), and it will follow (from the ellipticity of (2)) that @J = 
Lip(s + l/m) whenever CE C,W( Un Vn !3) and s + l/m is not an integer. 
To analyze &, we microlocally break it up as a sum of three pieces 
[uo =.PO[uo +.9++ju, +rju,. Here 9 + and g- are pseudo-differential 
operators of order zero whose symbols are supported in conical 
neighborhoods of (1, 0,O) and (- 1, 0, 0), respectively. The operator 8’ is 
also of order zero and the support of its symbol lies outside of some conical 
neighborhoods of ( 1, 0,O) and ( - 1, 0,O). From the definition of A (see 
(12)), we have 
A= -;(Lz+LL)+K, 
A.!?+ - -LL.P’, 
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and 
AB- N -LEP-. 
Here the sign N means that the two sides differ by terms which will be 
later estimated by a “bootstrap” argument, which is described in the 
Appendix. 
First applying 9” to (21) we get 
Since L is elliptic on the support of 9’ we conclude that i’B’[u~ 
LIP(s + 1) c LIP(s + l/m). Applying LS- to (21) we get 
LLByju,)- LF([f) 
so that 
Ap-(bo)-Lg-(if). 
The main theorem then implies (together with the above-mentioned 
“bootstrap” argument) that <‘9-([uo) E LIP(s + l/m). Up to now we have 
not used the condition that u I X(Q), and we will use this in the next step. 
Since the range of 8 is closed in L,(Q), the condition u I X(Q) implies 
that u= a*(~. In the appendix we outline the proof that u= a**cp implies 
that 
u. - Lu + R-‘(a), (22) 
where v E L,(bB) and R-’ is an operator of order - 1. Substituting (22) 
into (21) and applying 9 + we obtain 
A~+b-~+(if), 
the main theorem and the “bootstrap” argument then given [‘LB+[u E 
LIP(s + l/m). Finally, since LP+ju- B+juo we have ~‘9+~u0 E 
LIP@ + l/m). 
To prove Theorem 2 we observe that Bf = f - u, where u I X(Q) and 
& = af: The theorem is then proved by replacing a by 8f in the above. 
(iii) Background 
The results in this paper are an outgrowth from previous work which 
gives the corresponding theorems in C” and, more precisely, in Sobolev 
spaces. That is, the conditions cg E Lip(r) for all c E Com( Un Vn 8) and 
[ge LIP(r) for all c E CF(Un Vn b!J) are replaced by CgE Z-Z’(Q) and 
[g E H’(bQ), respectively. The C” and Sobolev space analogues of the 
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results for strongly pseudo-convex domains in n-dimensional complex 
manifolds were proved in [Kl 1, for Theorems 1 and 2, and in [KR] for 
Theorems 3, 4, 5, and 6. These analogues for strongly pseudo-convex 
abstract CR manifolds of real dimension 2n - 1, with n > 2, were proved in 
[K2]. For n = 2 these results are not true in general as is shown by a 
counterexample given by Rossi in [Ro]; additional insight into this 
phenomenon is provided by Burns in [Bu]. For abstract strongly pseudo- 
convex CR manifolds of dimension three (i.e., n = 2) these results do hold 
under the additional assumption that the range of ?jb is closed (see 
[K3, K4]). The operator ab is the global version of the operator 
introduced by Lewy in [Ll] to study local traces of holomorphic 
functions. The corresponding global problem is analyzed in [KR]. The 
operator 3, on the surface Im(z,) = )z, 1’ gives rise to a remarkable 
example of Lewy of an equation which is not locally solvable (see [L2]), 
and analysis of this phenomenon via global considerations is given in 
[GKS]. 
The key ingredient in the proofs of the above results for strongly pseudo- 
convex domains is the t-subelliptic estimate for the &Neumann p oblem. In 
h [KNl] it is proved that the s-subelliptic estimate for the & eumann 
problem implies the above C” and Sobolev space results for domains (with 
a gain of E). For weakly pseudo-convex domains of finite type in complex 
manifolds of dimension two, which satisfy the condition given in Remark 2, 
an s-subelliptic estimate for the &Neumann problem is proven in [K5] for 
E < l/m. The method of [KS] combined with the estimates for the 
Hiirmander operator obtained by Rothschild and Stein in [RS] gives the 
gain E = l/m. The fact that E = l/m gives the optimal subelliptic estimate 
was proved by Greiner in [G]. A great deal of work has been done on 
subelliptic estimates in dimension n > 2; see the paper of Catlin [Cl] for 
the most recent results and for additional references. For weakly pseudo- 
convex CR manifolds of dimension three the C’” and Sobolev space results 
are established in [K3, K4] and these papers also have some results for 
higher-dimensional CR manifolds. 
All these results are based on existence theorems in Lz which can be 
expressed by the condition that the ranges of 8 and of ab are closed in 
L,(Q) and in L,(W)), respectively. These results for strongly convex 
domains in complex manifolds are proved in [ Kl ] for 8 and in [KR] for 
I!?~. For a on weakly pseudo-convex domains in manifolds satisfying the 
condition of Remark 2, the result was proved by Hijrmander in [Htil]. 
That 8b has a closed range in L,(bsZ) when B is a weakly convex domain 
satisfying the condition in Remark 2 is proved in [K7] for all dimensions, 
and this result for dim(bQ) > 3 was also proved by Shaw in [Shl 1. In case 
Q c @’ another proof is given by Boas and Shaw in [BS]. 
A great deal of work has been done on finding solutions of the 
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&equation (2) on strongly pseudo-convex domains with good regularity 
properties. Grauert and Lieb in [GL] and Henkin in [H] constructed 
bounded solutions in the case when the aj are bounded. Also in this case 
Kerzman in [K] found a solution which is in Lip(s) for any s< 4, and 
Henkin and Romanov in [HR] found a solution in Lip(f). An account of 
these results and further references may be found in the books by Henkin 
and Leiterer [HL], Krantz [Kr2], and Range [R2]. 
For strongly pseudo-convex domains, in all dimensions, Theorems 1 
through 6 have all been proved. The main results were obtained by Folland 
and Stein in [FoS] and by Greiner and Stein in [GSl], with the 
assumption of a Levi metric. That this assumption is not necessary for 
Theorems 3 to 6 was shown by Rothschild and Stein [RS]. Theorems 1 
and 2, together with L, estimates (without the Levi metric assumption), 
were proved by Lieb and Range [LR], Beals, Greiner, and Stanton 
[BGS], and Chang [Chl]. The proofs of all these results involve construc- 
tion and estimation of kernels of integral operators. These methods also 
lead to corresponding theorems about L,-estimates and the kernels them- 
selves are of great interest (see also, for example, the papers of Kerzman 
and Stein [KS], Harvey and Polking [HP], and Phong and Stein [PSI). 
The kernels used for these problems on strongly pseudo-convex domains 
involve the Levi polynomial, and this is a “local holomorphic separating 
function,” that is, given a P E bf2, the Levi polynomial associated with P 
vanishes at P but does not vanish in U n Sz - {P} for some neighborhood 
U of P. For weakly pseudo-convex domains such separating functions do 
not exist in general (see [KN2]). When such separating functions do exist 
on domains of finite type several results have been obtained about Holder 
estimates for 8 and abb; see Range [Rl], Bruna and de1 Castillo [BC], and 
Shaw [Sh2]. Recently Fornzss found a way to construct kernels for a class 
of domains for which such separating functions do not exist and to obtain 
bounded solutions of (2) when the aj are bounded [F]. Using the same 
construction Bellanger obtained Holder estimates for these solutions [B]. 
A striking example of Sibony [Si] shows that there is a weakly pseudo- 
convex domain 52 E C3 and a bounded closed (0, 1)-form a on 52 such that 
au = a does not have any bounded solution U. In [K7] it is shown for any 
pseudo-convex domain that if a is in H” then there is a solution UE H” and 
if a E Cm(Q) then there is a solution u E Cm(a). Our results show in par- 
ticular that the phenomenon in Sibony’s example cannot occur in domains 
of type m. The fact that l/m is the optimal gain for solutions of 8u = a near 
a point of type m was proved by Krantz in [Krl 1. 
The analysis of the Szegii kernel, Bergman kernel, and the type of 
question addressed by Theorems 1 through 6 has been carried out in many 
special case by D’Angelo [D’A], Greiner and Stein [GS2], Bonami and 
Lohoue [BL], Diaz [D], Chang [Ch2], Machedon [M], and Diederich, 
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Fornass, and Wiegerinck [DFW]. Recently, Nagel, Stein, and Wainger 
have found estimates of the Berman and Szegii kernels on domains whose 
defining function is of the form r = Im(z,)- P(zr), where P is a subhar- 
monic, non-harmonic polynomial on C (see [NRSW]). These results 
enable them to establish optimal L, and Holder estimates for Bf and 5” 
A formula for the operator A on the Heisenberg group was obtained by 
Chen in [C]. Christ has just completed a paper in which he constructs 
and estimates a parametrix for an operator with similar properties to 
the operator A, defined by (12). Then, using the arguments of [K4], he 
obtains Holder estimates for a, and the Szego operator and also L, 
estimates (see [Chrl, ChR]).’ 
(iv) A Guide to the Paper 
We will now give a rough description of the main ideas in this paper. We 
hope that this will help the reader to see through the many technical points 
which we have to deal with. The purpose of the paper is to prove the main 
theorem. Here we will only outline our proof in the special case of (18) 
given by 
Au=f (23) 
with SE LIP(s). We will describe the argument that shows that u E 
LIP(s + 2/m). 
In Section 1 we define the spaces LIP(a). A distribution u is in the space 
LIP(a) if llfsullm < C6” for each 6>0, where -rf; is essentially ri cut 
down to the shell {t Ia/6 < 151 <b/6}. W e establish the basic relationships 
between the spaces Lip(a) and LIP(tx). These proofs are self-contained and 
classical. (For more information about operators of the type of Ta we refer 
the reader to Stein’s book [St].) 
Our starting point is the inequality 
Il”IIc G c 
( 
C llxjull + Ilull 1 
for all u E Cg( U). This inequality was proved for E < l/m by Hiirmander in 
[Hii2]; sharper versions with E = l/m were proved by Rothschild and Stein 
[RS] and by Fefferman and Phong in [FP]. For our purposes it will suf- 
fice to have this inequality for any E > 0; a simple proof, with E = 2-“, is 
given in [K8]. Integration by parts and the fact that (Ku, u) > -const llull’ 
gives 
1 IlQll* d C(Ibh o)l + 11412) (25) 
for all u E CF( U). 
’ Nofe added in proof Important recent progress has been made in analysis on domains 
in C2. See forthcoming papers by Christ, Fefferman-Kohn, MacNeal, and Nagel-Stein- 
Wainger-Rosay. 
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For any PE U we want to prove that 
Ir84P)l G C Pm m;x If,fl, (26) 
with C independent of P and 6. 
The first step in proving (26) is to use (24) with u = cr,‘f,u, where ei= 1 
on a neighboorhood of P and rr; is supported in a small neighborhood U6 
of P. After this substitution (24) can be written in the form 
where 6: = 1 on supp(a,P) and supp(d,P) c Ug. Here the dots represent cer- 
tain “junk terms” which will be abosrbed later (with the correct choice of 
the localizations g! and r,). The constant ~(6, P) depends on the choice of 
the ~6’ and 51. Next from (27) and (25), with u = Z.6prgu, we get 
Ila,Pr,ul~%@,P)2C I(A8,Pr,U,qrgU)I + ... 
6v(h,P)2 c I(a,'r,A a,r,u)l+ . . . . (28) 
here the dots also represent terms which arise from the commutator 
[A, Z’apTa] u. 
We choose the r, so that supp Gc {e IM/6 < I<] < 2M/6}, where M is 
a large constant. The crucial step now is to construct the 0; so that the 
constant ~(6, P) will be small enough. The first step in this construction is 
taken up in Section 2 and consists in introducing coordinates xOp, XT, and 
x: with special properties which we now describe. We define the invariants 
2: by 
where the Oil*...*ik are defined by (15). Now we have in terms of these coor- 
dinates 
(30) 
where the Xi (defined by Eq. (1) of Section 2) are fixed combinations of the 
Xi. The important thing is that we have precise bounds for the UP and of 
their derivatives in terms of the 1: as given by the estimate (9) of Section 2. 
In Section 3 we use these coordinates to describe neighborhoods UPvk of P, 
when 2: > 0, on which the lk are roughly constant (i.e., J.f > 4 n: for 
Q E UP*k). The next step is to define for each 6 > 0 an integer k(6, P), the 
b-type at P given by Eq. (1) of Section 3. This definition is due to Catlin 
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(see [C2] ). We further prove in Section 3 that there exist constants q and 
C independent of 6 and P such that the cylinder given by 
(x;(Q)* + x,p(Q)*)“* < q(d/Akqs,pJ1’k(a3P) 
Ix;(Q,l G C 6 (31) 
is contained in UP,k. These cylinders are equivalent to the balls constructed 
by Nagel, Stein, and Wainger in [NSW]; another description of these is 
found in [FS]. Now it would be natural to localize T,u to the above cylin- 
der and apply (24), with m replaced by k(6, P). However, we cannot do 
this since such a localization would cut the support in x0 too abruptly. 
Instead we define 06’ by Eq. (14) of Section 3 (for the moment we ignore 
the parameter s). In this definition the factor pN(x,Jb) makes x0 
“approximately” supported in the cylinder defined by (31). The second 
factor in the definition of ~1 ensures that supp(a,P) c UP.k(6*P’ and that G: 
decreases slowly enough in x0 for our purposes (this point is crucial in the 
proof of the lemma in Section 6). 
With this definition of ~6’ it is shown in Section 4 that ~(6, P)= 
IV-“(G/~~,)“~ with k = k(6, P) ( see Lemma 1 in Section 4). Then, from (28), 
we obtain 
IIo;rguII 6C(6/J.k)*‘k l18;rafll +m-*” Ila;fsull + . . . . (32) 
Notice that the second term on the right is of the same form as the term we 
are trying to estimate. We can therefore “feed” the estimate (32) into itself 
repeatedly and we obtain 
lla,PT,ull < c(6/ti,)2’k Ild,P&j-ll + Cik-power II@-& + ‘-‘, (33) 
where the “power” is as large as we wish and the 6,’ are 1 on a 
neighborhood of the support of ~6’ (the parameter s is introduced in the 
definition of a& in order to make this iteration process work). 
To get from the estimate (33) to the desired estimate (26) we “reduce” to 
the disc of radius q(S/Ak)‘lk in the plane xl = 0; this procedure is carried 
out in Section 6. The idea is that the cylinder (31) is so thin that T,u on it 
behaves almost as if it were independent of x{. Let E, be the second-order 
differential operator in a/ax: and a/ax: such that C X,Z + E, is an operator 
each of whose terms involves at least one differentiation with respect to x{. 
Then E, restricted to x,P=O is elliptic and we can write 
f,u(P) =sJ’ g(xf’, x,‘) %‘(E,f,T,u) dx; dx; 
= ss g(xp, xc) B(S,f,f) dxf’ dx[ + error, (34) 
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where EP( g) is the Dirac function at P, 9I! denotes restriction to x{ = 0, and 
?a is a suitable cutoff function. The first term here is estimated by 
and, as shown in Section 6, the error term is estimated by 
error < C(J/JJ”” (M/6)“* II(T~P~~uII + .... 
Combining this with (33) we obtain 
Irau(P)I < c(d/nk)2’k max Ir,fl 
+ c(6/&)“k @f/6)“* llt;&j-ll + c(d/&-“k 
j( (l/q’/2M-POwer+‘/2 Il(j,p&ull + . . . 
6 C,(C~/A,)“~ max If,fl + C,M-po”e’+1’2 max If,uj + ..., 
(35) 
where C, depends on M but Co does not. A term of the same form as the 
last term above also arises from the “junk terms” in (32). From the 
definition of k = k(6, P) it follows that (s/&)“k < const 6l”“, then taking P 
to be a point at which Ir,u(P)I >fmax ITaul, taking “power” >$, and 
taking M sufficiently large we obtain 
Ir,u(P)I <Cd*‘” max Ir,fl + .... (36) 
The “junk” terms represented by the dots arise from commutators involv- 
ing r, and from comparing r, defined in terms of the original coordinates 
with an operator r,# which is defined in terms of the coordinates {XT}. 
Each of these “junk” terms is either O(Bpower) or can be absorbed by an 
iteration procedure given in Section 6. This completes our rough descrip- 
tion of the proof of (26). We remark that (26) corresponds to estimate (1) 
of Section 6 in our special case. For the purpose of Sections 7 and 8 we 
need the more delicate estimate (1)’ of Section 6. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we define the space 
LIP(a) and we prove two lemmas which are variants of standard properties 
of pseudo-differential operators adapted to operators which arise when 
dealing with the f,. In Section 2 we define the coordinates {XT} and prove 
the estimates of the coefficients a: in (30) alluded to above. In Section 3 we 
define the localizing functions e&, p rove that their supports lie in UP*k, and 
also prove various estimates involving the a$ which are needed later. Sec- 
tions 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to proving the precise general versions of the 
estimates (27), (33), and (26), respectively. Section 7 deals with estimates of 
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Ir,Zul with ZEN and wo(Z)=o(Z) = 1. In Section 8 we complete the 
proof of the main theorem and remove the various additional assumptions 
that were imposed in Sections 6 and 7. The Appendix gives a description of 
how Theorems 1 to 6 are deduced from the main theorems; the details are 
given in [K4]. 
1. LIPSCHITZ SPACES 
In this section we will introduce the operators r,, prove their basic 
properties, and state the basic estimates that lead to our main theorem in 
terms of these operators. 
Let ICIEC,“((~E[W~~O<U<~~~<~}). For UEH~~O([W~) and 6>0 we 
define f,u by ?$(‘) = Il/(SY) c(t). 
DEFINITION. For -cc <a < cc define LIP(a) to be those UE 
U,, H-“(W3) such that for each II/ there exists C > 0 such that IITa(u)jlLm < 
C 6” for all small 6 > 0. The relation between LIP(a) and Lip(a) defined in 
the Introduction is given by the following. 
PROPOSITION. (A) Zf a> 0 and c1 is not an integer, then Lip(a) = LIP(a). 
(B) rf ~12 0 and u is an integer, then Lip(tx) c LIP(a). 
(C) Every distribution in U ~a, <so< Iu H-“(W3) belongs to some 
LIP(a). 
Outline of Proof: First we will check that Lip(a) c LIP(a) if 0 < tl< 1. 
We have 
.,,(x)=h-3je(y) 4~) 4 = j 8,(x- Y) 4~) 4, 
where 
then 
O(x) = j e”.G)(t ) d5 and 8Jx )=6-38 f ) 0 
thus 
I edx=$(o)=o, 
r,u(x)=6-3 j(y) [u(y)-u(x)] dy, 
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so if u E Lip(u) we get 
Ir,G-)l G-31 le(y)l b(y)-u(x)1 4 
Hence u E Lip(a) implies that u E LIP(a) when 0 6 a 6 1. 
Next we check that u E LIP(a) implies au/ax, E LIP(a - 1) for any k. We 
have 
Similarly if u E H -‘O, for some sO, and if au/ax, E LIP(a - 1) for all k, then 
u E LIP(a), since 
r,~(x)=C~ei-~.~~~k;(C)d5 
k 
where 
hence lr,u(x)l <C 6” so that UE LIP(a). 
Now we will check that if UE HeSo then UE LIP(a) whenever a < 
-so - $, because 
Suppose that u E H -So and that u E LIP(a) with 0 < a < 1. We will show 
that u E Lip(a). Introduce a partition of unity 
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with ~,EC,“(R~), supp8,~{5~Iw~~~~(<lO}, s.~pp8,c{1<1~2~}, 
lay&l < C,2-ky. Let iik = gk * 24, and the $k can be chosen so that 
r2-k(fik) = uk. we define UcN)= c,“=, Uk. 
Then { ~6~)) converges weakly to u as distributions; this holds for 
arbitrary UEH-So. We will show that /~u(~)II Lz < C’ and that 
lu’“‘(x) - ~‘~‘(y)l B C’ Ix- yl” with C’ independent of N. 
We have IIFu, IILr < C,, since UE H -So and 8V3, E H+? Also UE LIP(a) 
implies 
Similarly, u E LIP(a) implies that &/dxj E LIP(c( - 1 ), so that 
Hence 
Ilu(N)IIL5 < $ IIuk)IL” < 5 C2pka<C’ 
k=O k=O 
independent of N, 
l@‘(x) - UcN’(y)l < 1 Ix - Yl llVuk II .Lm + c 2 bk 11 LR; 
ktl ksf 
taking Z= {k<NII~-yl<2-~} andJ= {k<NII~-yl>2~~} we get 
lu’“‘(xk”‘N’(.dl d 1 Ix- yl IivukIILm + 1 2 lbk IIL= 
kcl ksJ 
< 1 Ix- yl . C2QpZ) + c 2C2-k”<C’ lx-yla 
kel kcJ 
with C’ independent of N. Thus LIP(a) r Lip(a) for 0 < a < 1. 
To complete the proof of the proposition we have to pass from a E [0, l] 
to all a > 0. This follows from the facts that UE LIP(a) if and only if 
au/ax, E LIP(a - 1) for all j and that u E Lip(a) if and only if &/ax, E 
Lip(a - 1) for all j. 
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In this paper we will always define Ta by 
where M is a large number. We will denote by $ a function whose support 
lies in { < 1 a < 1 <I < b} such that $ = 1 in a neighborhood of the support of 
$. We define r6 by 
(2) 
The next two lemmas are variants of the most standard properties of 
pseudo-differential operators. We include them here because the slight 
improvements they contain will be crucial later on. 
Consider pseudo-differential operators P,, P,, . . . . P, such that the sup- 
ports of their symbols have no point in common. Then the standard theory 
asserts that P, 0 P2 0 ... 0 P, is an infinitely smoothing operator, that is, for 
any s0 there exists a constant such that 
IlP,P, -..PnuIIso Gconst Ilull~,. 
We need a slight sharpening, namely 
(3) 
LEMMA 1. (A) Zf one of the P, . . . P, has symbol supported in 151 - 
M/6 (that is, in the region C’(M/6) < ItI < C”(M/6)), then 
. ..P.ull,,<C -5 
0 
power 
IIP, M II4 -SO (4) 
The power may be taken arbitrarily large. 
(B) If one of the P, . . . P, has symbol supported in 1 ?j I N M, and if one 
of the symbols is supported in { 1x1 < lo}, then 
IlPl P, -** P,ull < CKM-KllUIIL~ for arbitrarily large R (5) 
Proof. We give the proof of (A); (B) is similar. Say Pi has symbol 
supported in { 151 w  M/6}. Let Q be a pseudo-differential operator of 
order X with symbol q(5) such that q(t)= (1I4/6)~ on the support of 
the symbol of Pj. Then Pj = (s/M)K PjQ so that P, P2 ... P, = 
(d/M)K P, P, . .. PjQPj+ , .. . P,. The estimate (4) then follows by applying 
(3) to P,P2 ...PjQPj+I . ..P. in place of PI . ..P.. The resulting constant 
C is independent of 6 and M since we can take la’q( 01 < C,( 1 + I<])“- Ia1 
with C, independent of 6 and M. 
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COROLLARY. Applying Sobolev’s inequality to (4), we get 
. ..P.uJ<C JL 
( ) 
power 
max JPr P, 
M ll4l --so 
under the assumption of (A). (6) 
LEMMA 2. Let T= a(x, l?) with symbol a(x, 5) of order zero supported in 
151 -M/S. Let 4 b e a smooth change of coordinates dejined in a fixed 
neighborhood of 0. If u is supported in a small neighborhood of 0, then 
S(x) = [ T(u 0 #-‘)I 0 (b(x) is well-defined for x in a small neighborhood 
of 0. There exists a symbol ii(x, 5) of order 0, supported in 151 N M/6, so that 
Here, “power” and s are as large as we please. 
Proof For x near 0 and u supported near 0 we have 
Su( x) = 1 e ri.(~(-~‘~~(?‘))a(~(x), e)hu(y)dy di. (7) 
Now < . (b(x) - d(y) = 5 . [s; $‘(tx + (1 - t) y) dt](x - y) = q . (x - y) with 
q = G(x, y)& G(x, y) = [IA f(tx + (1 - t) y) dt] +, a smooth matrix-valued 
function. We have G(x, x) = (4’(x))+, so G is invertible for x near y. In our 
integral x and y are both near 0, so we may introduce the smooth matrix- 
valued function G(x, y) = (G(x, y)) - ‘. Changing variables from y, 5 to y, 
q, in (7), we have 
G(x) = 1 eiq.(“-Y)[det G(x, y) .a(b(x), G(x, y)n)] & u(y) dy dn 
E 
s 
eirltx- Y’b(x, n, y) u(y) dy dn (8) 
with b satisfying 
Taylor-expanding b in y about y =x, we have 
Su(x)= C $Jeiq.‘“py).(y-x)a 
lalG101 . 
x C~.;b(x, 17, Y)I,=,I 4~) dy 4 
+ie irl.(-‘-“)bx(x, ‘I, y) u(y) dy dn, 
where b# satisfies (9) and also vanishes to order 101 at x = y. 
(9) 
(10) 
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Integrating by parts in 9 in (lo), we get 
On the right side, the first term is of the form 5(x, D) U(X) with ii(x, 5) a 
symbol of order zero supported in 151~ M/6. 
In the second term, ( . . . } and its derivatives up to order I in x, y are 
O(M/S)-2’ and supported in 1~1 - M/6. Hence, taking I large, we see that 
Wx) = n(x, D) 4x) + j- K(x, Y) 4~) dy, 
18; i?ffK( < C, S’, (a( + IpI Q I; 1 as large as we please. 
The conclusion of the lemma is now obvious. 
COROLLARY. Let 0 be a smooth coordinate change defined on 
{ly(<l}cR3,andfet8~C,” (Ivl<l). ThustI.[(T,u)o@] iswelldefined 
on all R3. Let P be a pseudo-differential operator of order zero with symbol 
a(<) supported in { ItI < cI(M/6)}. 
Zf c1 % 1, then 
IIp{e. C~~,UWI~II, ~cdpow=w4-,. (11) 
Proof. Set i4 = 8 0 @- ‘, and take $ E CF equal to 1 in a neighborhood 
of supp(8). Lemma 2 shows that 8. [(r,Il/u) 0 @] = 0. ii(x, D)[($u) 0 @] + 
d[($u)o @] with supp ii(x, 5) c { 151 -M/a) and 6’: H-” + H” with norm 
(36 power). Hence 
p~e~~(r,~)~~~}=~peii(~,~)~~(~~)~~~+~b~(~~)~~~ 
+P[(i4T,(l-ij)u}4]. 
Lemma 1 applies to P&(x, D) and to 8K’,( 1 - II/), so the corollary follows 
at once. 
2. SPECIAL COORDINATES 
We are given the vector fields X, and X2 in a neighborhood U of the 
origin in R3. Let T be any vector field on U such that A’,, X,, and T are 
linearly independent. We assume that the origin is of type m as defined in 
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the Introduction. The purpose of this section is to define a coordinate 
system for each PE U which will be especially suited for a quantitative 
study of the Lie algebra generated by X, and X, near P. 
First we introduce the coordinates y,, y,, y2 such that T= g(a/ay,) with 
g(0) # 0. Next there exist vector fields X’, , X2 which are invertible linear 
combinations over Cm(U) of X,, X,, such that 
x+P+.rL 
ah I ay,’ 
i= 1, 2. 
We set 
DEFINITION. [X:,, [Xi,-,, . . . . Lx;,, x:,1] . . . = tP~~‘~qajay,) mod(X;, x2). 
For P E U we define 
A: = max leit..‘ik(P)\. 
k-tuples 
(2) 
Observe that 1; >, const > 0 for all P E W. 
LEMMA. For each PE U there exists a unique polynomial Fp, with 
FP(O, 0) = 0, in two variables of order m such that if 
x~P=Yo-Yo(P)-F~(Y~-Y~(P)~Y~-Yz(P)), 
xi’= yj - yj(P) for j= 1, 2, 
(3) 
and 
a%$, xf, $I= a,!($ + y,(P) + F’(xp, xZp), XT + yl(P), X; + y,(P)) 
- F:$$‘, $7, (4) 
then 
( ) $p i a:(O) = 0 for i<m-I 1 
and 
(&)i(&)1ac(O)=O for i+j<m-1. 
Proof Evaluating (4) at 0 we determine Ff;(O). Proceeding inductively 
we see that (5) determines the derivatives (a/axp)i FP(0) for i= 1, . . . . m. 
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Setting j = 0 in (6) we determine the derivatives (a/&p)’ (8/8x$ J”(O) for 
i= 1, . . . . m - 1. Proceeding inductively we determine all the coefficients 
of Fp. 
From (3) we have 
a a -=- 
ay, ax; 
a=LF.;$p 
ayi axp for i= 1, 2. 0 
Hence, with QP defined by (4) 
and T’ =Lp. 
0 
(8) 
PROPOSITION. The derivatives of a: and of tI12 at the origin are bounded 
as follows: 
(9) 
ProoJ: Let &‘= (a:), i= 1, 2-that is, the ideal over Cm(U) generated 
by a:. For the rest of this proof we will drop the P’s. 
Let df = ((D; Diai},+SGk), where D1 = a/ax: and D2 = a/ax;. Let 
Bk = (szI~, &‘$ + I). We wish to prove that 
-@k=({eil-ir}r<k+l, {D;a,},.,,d:+‘) for k> 1. (11) 
We have 
[X;rX;1=e’2T’=(a,.~,-a2,, +a,a,,,--a,a2,)$ (121 
0 
so that 
alx2 = P2 + a2x, - a2alxo + ala2x,9 (13) 
which proves (11) for k = 1. Proceeding by induction we assume that (11) 
is true for k and obtain, for i= 1,2, 
D$z??~= { (Di6i”~‘ir}..k+,, (DiD;aI),.k, d$+2, g’“}. (14) 
To prove ( 11) for k + 1 it will suffice to show 
D,eil...i*.,=eil...i&+li I mod gk (15) 
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and 
k 
D, D+, = ,9=3 
To prove (15) note that 
and 
D.eil...;k+t=x!eil...ik, I 1 
mod gk. (16) 
mod ZIP 
so that 
D,eil.-.ik+l=eil.--ik+li+eil.-.ik+l,, I I mod s$‘, (19) 
where ei = - &zJ~x,. Thus (15) follows, since by the induction assumption 
Oil...ik+IEgk. To prove (16) we apply 0’; to (13) and obtain 
D, D:a, = Dke” I mod Bk. (20) 
From (17), with k = 1, we obtain 
D,el2=p mod LzI~, (21) 
Differentiating with respect to x1 
apphx (17) 
Dze12 = D e121 
I 1 mod JcI~, (22) 
D, elzl = ,g1211 mod AI:, (23) 
so that finally we have 
and by induction 
p(j)12 = 01211 
1 mod ~2: (24) 
k 
Dk(j’2 = ,,j”- 
1 mod ~4:. (25) 
Then (16) follows by combining (20) and (25) and this finishes the proof 
of (11). 
Note that 0; D{a, EB’+~. Hence (ll), (5), and (6) show that 0: D&z,(P) 
is a combination of {@l”‘i(P)},Gi+ j+I whenever i+j<m-2, from which 
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(9) follows. (Observe that (9) is trivial when i + j> m - 1 since A,,, 3 
const > 0.) Furthermore, by definition we have 0: D&S9 c @+ j+ ’ so, since 
@I2 ES?‘, we conclude from (11) that 0: Dj,#*(P) is a combination of 
{ei’.--‘r(p)}rsi+j+2, which implies (10) and concludes the proof. 
PROPOSITION. 
i+j 
ID: D@“.+(P)l <C C @;+A;+,), (26) 
./=O 
where we define A[ = lf’= 0. 
Proof: We wish to prove that 
I  i 
-- 
0; D:ei,...i~=eil...ikl...12...2 
(27) 
The case i+ j= 1 follows from (19) with k + 1 replaced by k. We obtain 
(27) by induction on i + j by successively differentiating (19). The estimate 
(26) then follows from (9). 
3. LOCALIZATION 
For each P E U and integer k, 2 <k < m, we wish to fix a neighborhood 
4!ZPpk of P such that for each Q E 4!P+k we have Af > 4 A:. Observe that (2.26) 
implies that there exists a constant Co such that 
leb ...~k(~p) _ @I . ..ik(o)l 
Gcb jg, @;++lli’;,, I(xp)‘li+Akp I(x’)‘I +1x$]. 
[ 
m-k 
DEFINITION. For P E U and 2 < k < m we define an open set aPvk by 
1 I 
m-k 
&P,k = xP jTI (A;+i,pik)l(xp)‘l’<~ and Ix,pI <$}, 
0 
where Co is suitably large depending on CL. 
Note that if we choose iI . . . ik so that 
Ie’i.-‘yp)~ = g, 
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then if Q E SPvk we have 
l,e > I@‘-+(Q)l 
2 A:- cb { 
m-k 
jF, (3Ljp+ 3LjPCk) I(x’)‘(Q,lj+J,p lb-‘)’ (Q,l + b:tQIl} 
>‘;1P A2 k’ 
Similarly Af < 2A[ for Q E uZdPsk 
DEFINITION. Given a positive number 6 we define the b-type at P, 
denoted by k(6, P), to be the least integer such that 
(d/A’ k(W) )llk(d,P) = min (s/qJllj. 
I 
(1) 
LEMMA. There exists a positive number q (independent of 6 and P) such 
that whenever Q E U satisfies 
and 
&5 P) l4Q,l6 y> 
0 
then Q E % p,k(*,p). 
ProoJ We will drop the P and write k = k(6, P). Then we have 
m-k m-k 
C (‘jziAj+k)IX’(Q)lJ<~ C (Aj+Aj+k) 
j=l ]=I 
From (1) we obtain 
and 
($)‘” < (LL)“” 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
hence 
(7) 
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so that 
6 < const I;‘(” ~ k, < const( At/(” ~ “)) A., . 
From (5) we get 
lj(d/nk)j'" < const lk. 
Similarly 
(!-)‘;” < (-!L)ll(j+k’ 
implies 
so that 
So combining (4) with (9) and (12) we obtain 
m-k 
jz, (Aj + Aj+k) Ix’(Q)Ij<const VAk. 
Thus choosing q so that const q = l/C0 concludes the proof. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
DEFINITION. Let r E CF( R! + ), r > 0, such that 
t(x)= :, 
i 
if O<x<a 
if x$1. 
Let pN E Cm(R) be the function 
PN(x)= l (x’+ 1)““’ 
For each P E U, 6 > 0, s E [ 1, S], we define the function o& as follows. We 
set x=x’, x0 = xOp, x’ = (xp)‘, k = k(6, P), and Ak = A[ then 
~:~(x)=~(~(~)l’k,xr,)~(~($)“k ,xo,)pN(y), (14) 
where S and N are large numbers that will be fixed later. 
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Now we will prove that 
supp(a,q,) c W,k). (15) 
By virtue of the above lemma it suffices to show that 6(s/A,)P’lk < CA,. 
The proof of the lemma shows that (2) implies (13); thus if Q~supp(c&) 
then x’(Q) satisfies (13). Since Ix’(Q)1 < const(6/Ak)‘lk it follows from (13) 
that 
6 (m-kVk 
&?t x 
0 
< c& 
k 
and since 1, is bounded away from 0, we have with a different C 
so that 
hence 
since k > 2. This completes the proof of ( 15). 
We define lJ, = U,P = supp(a[,). Note that Ub c UP*k by (15). 
LEMMA. Given ri > 0, i = 1, 2. Then there exists C> 0, independent of 6 
and P, such that in the support of a& we have 
Proof. Again we will set k = k(6, P) and drop the Ps. From (2.9) we 
conclude that 
<c-g’+f+j&) Ix’l’-‘+Clx,I 
r=2 
” 
{ 
r,+r2+1 m-r,--rg 
C ‘f+ C lrl+rs+j lxy) + c Ixol, 
t=2 j=2 
using that in s~pp(a,,~) we have lx’1 6 C(6/&)“k and IX,, I G C&s/n,) - ilk, 
we get 
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~ (rl + i-2 + 1 j/k 
here we used (c~/A,)“~ < (S/Aj)“‘, which follows from (1). 
LEMMA. There exists a constant C, independent of 6 and P, such that 
~ l/k 
fJd,Zs (17) 
(19) 
Proof: Inequality (19) follows immediately from (2.13) and the previous 
lemma. To prove (17) and (18) it sufices to prove the corresponding 
inequalities for Xi)aG.S and XiXjlag,,. We have X; = 8/8x, + a,(~/+,) and 
then 
which proves (17). 
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To prove (18) we have 
which proves (18) and concludes the proof of the lemma. 
4. RESCALED SUBELLIPTIC ESTIMATES 
The purpose of this section is to prove the estimate 
60716912-9 
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Here the main term on the right is the first term. The remaining terms on 
the right are “junk,” most of which will later be absorbed into the left-hand 
side. The constant y in (1) equals l/m, while E = s(k) may be taken to be 
2 -k and the exponents K, power may be taken arbitrarily large. We break 
up the proof of (1) into a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let 8, USE CF(lxl < 10) with 141 > c > 0 on supp(B). Let 
Y, . . . Y,, be smooth vector fields on { 1x1 < lo} whose commutators of order 
6 k span. Then for E = E(k) and K arbitrarily large we have 
for functions w whose Fourier transforms are supported in { 151 > c1 M}. 
Proof. Let & = 8, e,, e2, . . . . 8, = 4 with supp(8i) c supp(tSi+ l). We start 
with the subelliptic estimate 
Ibll& G cc II Ypll’+ c llul12 
for u E C;( 1x1 < 10). Taking u = e3 w  and noting that 
II yj”ll G lib yjwll + Il(Yje3). WII 
Q C lib yjwll + C llb4, 
we get 
vbll:~, 6 CC I14yjwl12+ C Ildwll’- (2) 
Next we show that for functions w  with Fourier transform supported in 
{ ItI > c,M} we have 
~426 Iiewiik c iie,wli:E,+ c 11+42+ ck~-K IIWII;~. (3) 
The conclusion of Lemma 1 will follow immediately from (2) and (3). To 
prove (3) we take B = y(D), where y is the symbol 
if 151>cIM 
if IQ <tc,M 
smooth in between. 
We note that M&B is a pseudo-differential operator of order E and that 
w  = Bw. We can also write 
B(M”B) = Q”(,lBf2, B) + P” 
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with Q”, P” zero-order pseudo-differential operators. In fact, set 
e(x). M”Y(5/2) 
QOlxy ~)=e3(x).(l + 1(y)“/* 
and define PO= @(M&B)- Q’(/iV,B). Note that P” is of order zero, by 
symbolic calculus. Hence 
~4” ll@4l = IIWM”Bw)ll G IIQ”WWWll + IIP”41 
G c ll~3b4 + IIPOwll = c ll~3~II,,) + II~“~ll. 
Assuming as we may that supp(8) cc { 0, = 1 } c supp(8,) CC supp(e,), we 
conclude from our last estimate that 
~6 iiewii d c iie3wli,,) + iipob4l + IIPOU - e1b41 
G c iie34i(,) + iie,wii + iifw -041 
6 c lie3wIi(,) + iie,wii + GM-K IIWI~,~, 
by Lemma 1 in Section 1 and the definition of PO. Since 141 > c>O on 
supp(B,), the last estimate implies (3). 
Next we recall from Section 3 how the neighborhood Us, the vector 
fields Xi, and the cutoff functions oa,s behave. We have 
Wr Ix 0 = u* (4) 
(5) 
with 
and 
-IA/k 
(j= L2) (6) 
(7) 
in +P”. In fact (6) for all m, and (7) for m, # 0 follow trivially from the fact 
that X’ are C” vector fields. For m, = 0, (7) amounts to (3.16) in 
Section 3. Also, since l(P “.G 1 > (const)& throughout w, we know that: 
Some kth-order commutator of Xi, X2 has a/ax,-coefficient > cl, 
throughout w. (8) 
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Recall that we can write our cutoff functions as (T~,~ = p . r&,X with ts,, 
supported in the middle half of w  and 
LEMMA 2. rf w has its Fourier transform supported in ( 1 <I > c,( M/6) >, 
then 
*lk 
1 ll%,2sxjlwl12 + c Il%,2swl12 
i 
max IwI*. 
Proof Make a partition of unity 1 = CT, gt(x,,) with g, > 0 supported 
in 
(Ix0 - v 4 < (Woo) 6 1, 
and set 
h(x) = k- 1(x0) + g,(xcl) + IT”, I(&)) .%2s(x). 
Define vector fields Yj = (6/A,) ‘lk . X! and work in coordinates ,, 
0 
- I/k 
Yo = (x0 - v 6)/J, (Y,, Y*)=(xI,x*). f . 
k 
For v E J= (~(0, is not identically zero}, we have supp(#,) c { jyl < lo>; Yj 
are C” vector fields viewed in the j coordinates in ( jjl < 10); and 
commutators of Y,, Y, of order <k span. These assertions follow from (5), 
(6), (7), and (8). Also, when viewed as a function of (jO, jr, j2), w  has 
Fourier transform supported in { [<I > c, M}. Hence we may apply 
Lemma 1. The result in terms of x coordinates is 
valid for v E J. We intend to multiply (9) by [p(v 6)]* and sum on v. Since 
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we obtain 
and 
“FJ CP(V @I2 IlB,wl12=~ 1 CP(V @I’ 1~“12 M2 
YEJ 
b c I & Id2 = c 11%~112 
“FJ CP(V (VI’ 114”~112 = 1 “TJ CP(V @I2 IAl Id2 
< I C&, Id2 = c II%5,2s412 
both for u= w  and for u=X;w. Hence, multiplying (9) by [p(v S)]* and 
summing over v E J, we get 
M2” ll~6,swl12 d c t 2’k 1 ll%,2sq412 + c IIc3.2swI12 
0 i 
+CKwKG $ 
0 
2/k 
max 1~1~. C CP(V @I*, 
k VSJ 
which yields the conclusion of Lemma 2. 
We want to apply Lemma 2 to w  = f,u. However, Lemma 2 applies to 
functions w(x,, x,, x2) having Fourier transform supported in { 151 > 
c,(M/6)}, while r6 was defined to cut off the Fourier transform of w  in a 
different coordinate system (see Section 1). To get around this technicality 
we invoke Lemma 2 in Section 1. We obtain: 
LEMMA 3. For any u n’e have 
M2” ll~6,s~6ull 2 d c 7 
0 
“, *lk 1 IlXi’(a a,2Jd4)l12+ c ll%,4sb412 
i 
6 2/k 
+C,MKIJ -j- 
0 
max Ir,ul’+ C6power llul12,,. 
k 
ProoJ First suppose w  has Fourier transform supported in { ItI > 
$ c,(M/d)}. Since 
II%,2sq5+Il G llq%,2sw)II + ll(qJ&2s) -WI1 
d llq%,,,w)ll + c II~6,4s41 + 
0 
- Ilk 
7 
k 
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Lemma 2 shows at once that 
6 2lk 
+C,M-K6 j- 
0 
max [WI’. 
k 
Now we apply the Corollary to Lemma 2 in Section 1, taking ~(5) to equal 
1 in 051 < WWWW~ and 13 to equal 1 in Y+‘-. We set 
W error =P{B. [(r,+@]} and w=e.[(f,u)o~]-w,,,,,. 
Immediately from the definitions we have supp(G) c { 151 2 (c,/2)(M/6)}, 
so (10) holds. Applying the Corollary to Lemma 2 in Section 1 to estimate 
W error, we see that 
II~6,sWerrorII~ llqfJ&2s~error)ll~ 
lb 6.4s~error II, max lwerror I 6 C ~powerI141 --so. 
Putting these into (10) and recalling that 8 = 1 on supp(o,,), supp(a,,,,), 
supp(o,,,,), we obtain the conclusion of Lemma 3. 
Now we can deduce our main estimate (1) from Lemma 3. The new 
ingredient in (1) is that the maxima of ITaul, IFabul are taken only over U,. 
Our obvious strategy is to apply Lemma 3 to r. u for a suitable cutoff 
function r supported in Us. We begin by defining some convenient cutoff 
functions, symbols, and coordinates. 
Recall that in (x,, xi, x2) coordinates, w  is a box whose sides exceed 
Sl-Y, y = l/m. Hence we may define cutoff functions rO, ri, r2 E C$(-W) 
with supp(a,,,,) cc {r,, = l} and supp(r,)cc (ri+i = l}, and satisfying 
la;ril < c, f!Y- l)‘m’. (11) 
On the other hand, the pseudo-differential operators r,, Fa are defined 
in terms of the (ye, y,, y,)-coordinate system. In these coordinates we 
introduce a new Oth-order symbol rr (y, [) with rt elliptic on the support 
of the symbol r,, but p, elliptic on the support of the symbol rj+. Thus 
TJy, c), r,X(y, 0, F&J, [) are all Oth-order symbols supported in 
lil N Mb 
Now we introduce our good coordinates (y,$, y:, y:). They are defined 
simply as y: = yi .8-i. If u is a function of (ye, y,, y2), then let U* be the 
corresponding function of (yz, y:, z), i.e., u*(y$, y:, yt) = u(y,, y,, y2). 
In particular, we have three functions r$, rf, 7:. Let r* rc, r* be the 
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operators corresponding to r,, r, # F’s under our coordinate change. That , 
is, T,u* = v* whenever T,u = v, etc. 
Now (11) shows that rr are C” with bounds independent of 6. We may 
regard zf as symbols of order zero. Similarly, r*, r,#, F* are pseudo- 
differential operators of order zero with symbols supported in ( 151 - M/P}. 
An application of Lemma 1 from Section 1 yields 
Il~,*r,(i-~:)u*I1,dc6p~~~~ IIu*il -,~D (the norms are Sobolev norms), 
and this implies 
since the “power” may be taken arbitrarily large. Consequently, the quan- 
tities AI*” iba,,rsu -+41*, iiq~,,,,ca -04*, Iba.4,rau -~d~ll*~ 
and Bpower(l(l --ol)uIIZsO are all dominated by C6power Ilull?,. (Here we 
recall that supp(a,.,,) cc {tO = 1 } and that lXjr~~,~~I is dominated by a 
fixed negative power of 6.) 
Combining the above estimates with Lemma 3 applied to 71u, we obtain 
W iiO,,sr,uii*~ c T 
0 
", *lk 1 II~;~6,2srdull* + c ~6.4srsuIi* 
.i 
*lk 
.max Ir6~,UI*+Cdpower llu~~2,,. 
(12) 
Next we analyze 
max Ir,s,ul Qmax Iq,ul +max Ip-,, 5,]ul, (13) 
by returning to the y*-coordinate system. 
Now the symbol of (r,) is of order zero and supported in { ItI- M/P} 
while the symbol of (r,r,p,) is elliptic on the intersection of the supports 
of 7: and the symbol of (r,). Hence by pseudo-differential operator 
calculus we can write [r,z:]=Q_,(r:Z2*~*)+Q-oo with Q-,, Qmm 
pseudo-differential operators of order - 1, -co, respectively, and the 
symbol of (Q _, ) supported in { I ll N M/8’}. Lemma 1 in Section 1 shows 
that (lQ-aou*ll,, <CGPoWe’ IIu*lj -sg for arbitrarily large power, s,,. We can 
write Q-r = (8Y/M)Q, with Q, of order 0, and therefore 
=B”R(7:&4*)+(Q-mu*) (14) 
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with R = (l/M) QOr: a pseudo-differential operator of order zero with 
symbol supported in { 151 N A4/#}. 
Next we estimate the L” norms of the quantities in (14). We have 
IIQ-mu*IIL= 6C IQ-,u*ll, 
d c c3power JIu*IJ ~sg if s0 is big enough. (15) 
Also, with v = z:p*u*, we can write 
Rv(x) = 1 R(x, t) eit+‘b(y) dy dt 
R(x, 0 = (1 +6p2y lx-y12)m (I-62Ydg)me”““~“v(y)dyd~ 
= (z-6-2Ydt)m R(xy t, ei~‘(“-.V)V(y)dy& 
(1 +fY-*y lx-J(2)” 1 
The quantity in brackets is 0( 1 + dpzy Ix - ~1~)~“’ and is supported in 
{~&44/d~}cR3. c onsequently, the above formula yields 
Rv(x)=J K(x,y)v(y)dywith~K(x,y)~dCm6-3Y(1+6~2y~~-y(2)-m. 
It follows easily that IIRvJI., 6 C llvllLm, i.e., 
IIRM~*u*)IIp ,< C ll#‘,u*Ilp. 
Putting this and (15) into (14), we obtain 
max I[r, r:]u*l <CGY.max Ir:F,u*l +Cdpower /Iu*~[~~~. 
Converting from y*-coordinates back to y-coordinates, we get 
max I[f,, ri]ul< CbY.max ItzF6bul +Cgpower l[~ll-~~. 
Substituting this into (13) and then into (12), we conclude that 
. c II x;~&2s ~d412 + c 11%,‘&412 
i 
Since rl, r2 are supported in -W c Ud, this last estimate easily implies (1). 
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5. ESTIMATES OF II06q'r~ujI 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that u, f, E H-“O( [w3), and thar 
Au=~ZR,fv, 
where Z, ~2 with o(Z,) < 1 and wo(Z,) = I, < 2. The R, are pseudo- 
differential operators of order zero. Then there exist constants C, and C such 
that for each P E U and 6 > 0 we have 
S”‘max Ir,ul 
us 
+c f 
0 
Ilk 
cS~“+~ max (F6u( 
k us 
+ c ~Power 
( 
Ilull -so + c llf” II -30 
) 
9 
were C, is independent of M, k = k(6, P), 1, = A&,), and y = l/m. The 
“power” appearing as exponent of M and 6 can be chosen arbitrarily large 
provided that S and N in (3.14), the definition of c&, are sufficiently large. 
Let K=KJb and d= -cjX,?+z. 
Our starting point in the proof of (1) is the estimate 
1 11+112 < c I(& VI + c 11412, (2) 
which holds for v E CF( V). Using this together with Lemma 1 of Section 4, 
we get 
2/k 
max Ir,ul’ 
us 
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2/k 
+ cM-2” 110 S,4srdul12 + CKM-K 
xSmax lT6~12+C6’+2y 
U6 
(3) 
In order to estimate the above commutator, as well as other commutators 
which will appear later, we will use the following lemmas. 
As before, we want to work with r,, r6 in x-coordinates, even though 
they were originally defined as pseudo-differential operators in y-coor- 
dinates. Lemma 2 of Section 1 shows that modulo negligible errors, ra and 
r6 are given in x-coordinates as pseudo-differential operators with symbols 
supported in I[/ -M/6. By abuse of notation, we give these symbols the 
names r, and p6. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose R is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero with 
symbol R(x, 5) supported in the support of r,. Then 
< Cd1’2(8/ik)1’k max I?bul + cdpower Ilull -so; 
U6 (4) 
here the “power” may be taken arbitrarily large, C is independent of M and 
6, and C’ is independent of 6. 
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Proof: 
Mx) = j w, 5) e”.%(l) d( = s R(x, 5) eie’(-‘-‘)u(y) dy dl 
= i Wx, Y) 4~) 4s (5) 
with 
H(x, y) = [ R(x, 5) ei5,(-‘-J) d& (6) 
Using the identity 
and integrating by parts repeatedly, we may rewrite H as 
The quantity in braces {. . .} is 0( 1) and supported in 151 N M/6 in view of 
our hypotheses on R(x, 5). Consequently, 
M3 W(X,Y)l6C, -g ( )L 1 +g Ix-y,2)-Y 
Substituting this into (5), we get 
l~*,s(X)I 
1 +$I.-,, 
2K l4~)I dy. (10) 
We will prove that if K is large, then 
b&)I 
( 
1 +;lx-vl 
> 
KG c laa,2,(y)l + apower. (11) 
To prove (11) first consider the case Ix - yl > a’-’ with E to be picked 
later, then the left-hand side has denominator greater than 8FK and 
numberator less than or equal to one, hence if K is large enough we have 
the left-hand side less than C~power so that (11) holds in this case. 
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Next assume lx - yl < 6l-‘; we may also assume that x E supp(~,,~). If 
we take E small enough then Ix -yj < 6’-& and x E supp(~,,~) imply that 
the T factors appearing in the definition of r~~,~~(y) are all equal to one. 
In fact, choosing E small enough implies that 1 y’l < C(6/&)lik and 
Iv01 < C&WL-‘lk. Hence gdy) = PAYS/@. Now 
b&s(X)l K < P&O/W 
( 1+:1x-,I ) ( 
1 +F ,x-y,)KG(l +y(+ l~o;~o~)K (12) 
and 
hence taking K 2 N we get 
l~6,s(x)I 
( 
l+;lx-Yl 
) 
K<CpN y” 
( 1 6 
= C~,,*s(Yh (13) 
which completes the proof of (11). 
Now putting (11) into (lo), we get 
and this implies 
ll~6,sJwI d c lI~6,2s41 + Cdpower ll4I. 
Substitute now p6u for U. 
(15) 
We may use lemma 1.2 to view R as a pseudo-differential operator in 
terms of y-coordinates in which p6 was originally defined. Since the symbol 
of p6 equals 1 on the support of the symbol of R, we obtain from 
Lemma 1.2 that 11 R?bu - Rull L~~,,ppa83bj < C6power /lull Ps0, provided u is sup- 
ported in a small neighborhood of 0. We may remove the restriction on 
supp(u) by putting 0~ in place of u for a suitable cutoff 8 and invoking 
Lemma 1.1 to control the resulting error terms. 
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Since also Il~~bull < (M/S)“O ((u/I --so, we obtain 
II~6,sR41 G c II %,zsJbUll + CIBpower llull -so. (16) 
Here C is independent of A4 and 6, while C’ depends on M but not on 6. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is now complete. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that R is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero 
with symbol R(x, 4) supported in supp r6. Then 
here again “power” is arbitrarily large, C is independent of M and 6, and C 
is independent of 6. 
Proof: We have 
so 
~,,JW) = I od,Jx) R(x, 5) ev~‘“+“u(y) dy dl. (18) 
with 
CO 6,sv RI u(x)= j” fb Y) U(Y) dy (19) 
f@, Y) = j (a&) - as.,(y)) W, 0 ei5’(x-y) 4. 
Again using (7) and integrating by parts we obtain 
(20) 
W-G y)= I+$ Ix-y12 
( ) 
pK (a&x) - os,J y)) 1 eic’(-‘--Y) 
x {(+t)KR(x+~ (21) 
and, just as in Lemma 1, that the absolute value of the integral is bounded 
by CKM36 p3, hence 
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We will prove that if K is sufficiently large then 
I~&s(X) - %sy < CKa,,,,(y) IX-Y1 +CKpoWe’ .- 
(1 I l”;Yl) (23) 8 * 
The proof of (23) proceeds along the same lines as that of (11). Again, it is 
easy to check that the inequality holds if Ix-y1 > 8’-‘. Suppose 
Ix-y1 <6’-“. If .x,y$suppO~,s then (23) is obvious. Hence we may sup- 
pose that Ix-y/ ~8’~‘~ and that either x or y is in the support of o+. 
Again, taking E < l/m guarantees that the r-factors appearing in the 
definition of g6,2s( y) are equal to one, hence o,,,,(y) = p( ly,l/6)“‘. Now we 
have, with T(X) = product of the r-factors in b+(x), the estimates 
l~6,s(x) - ~a,AY)l 
( 
l+;lx-Yl 
1 
K 
G f Ix,-YOl PN 
KPN 
(24) 
This completes the proof of (23), since IT(X) - T( y)l 6 (C/6) Ix - yl. 
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Putting (23) into (22), we get 
I H(4 Y)l G CK (X)‘~(l+Xlx-Yl)-i.,z,(y) 
M3 
( >( 
-K 
+ c, Power -g 1 +FIx-yl 
> 
= H,(x -y) a&y) + hpowerH*(X -y) 
with 
IIffIIlL1+ and llffzll L1 G c,. 
Substituting this in (19) we have 
I [os,s, RI ul d H, * 1~6,+I + SpowerH> * I4 
pointwise so that 
Taking f, in place of U, and noting that 
llra4 6 ; 
( ) 
so 1141 --so, 
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(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
we obtain the desired estimate (17), thus completing the proof of Lemma 2. 
We are now in a position to estimate the commutators in (3). 
To estimate I ( [A, CJ~.~~I’~] U, c~,~~~~u)( we proceed as follows. We have 
CO cd63 A”1 = -~c~6,J6, Gl + C~d,ZJ6, RI (30) 
Co 6,JS~ Xl = wJ6.2s) ~*-2K4G-%,,,) f, 
+ ‘6&C Crc5, xil, xil 
+ 2xl ’ g6.2sCr6 3 xil - 2(xioS,2s)CrS 3 xi], (31) 
then bearing in mind that X,+ = -Xi + bounded function, we see 
I ( Cfl&,s r,, %I 4 ~&J&~)l 
G C{lK@ as) r,ull + Ibd,Zs C Cr83 xil9 xil uII 
+ II txi6&Zs 1 r6”ll + IItXia 6,2s)Crd9 xil uII 
+ II~6,2sCr~~ xil ulI) ’ ll~6,2sr6ull 
+ c{ II(Xia6,2s) r6”ll + l166.2sCr63 xil uII 1 ’ IIxi(~S,Zsrdu)lI~ (32) 
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Recall estimates (17) and (18) in Section 3, namely 
and 
IXia 
~ I/k 
a6,4s (33) 
~ 2/k 
a6,4s. (34) 
Then we obtain from (32), applying Lemmas 1 and 2, and Lemma 1 in 
Section 1, 
I ( Ca6,2s rhp Wu, a6,J~u)I 
6 
0 
-2/k 
< l.c. - 
Ak 
II~b,4s~6~I12 + S.C. II~i(~.s.2s~6~)I12 
+ Clla s.8s?b~l12 + C8power II~IIZ,, (35) 
where “l.c.” and “s.c.” stand for “large constant” and “small constant,” 
respectively. Now we have 
h(x) = w(x) P(x) (-& Y@) (x), 
with !P a pseudo-differential operator of order zero, so that 
Ca 6,2sr6T RI = a6,2sCr8T RI + Cas,2sT xl rs 
= as,2s[r6, RI + w@’ 
Hence 
(36) 
(Co 6,2sGy RI 4 ~b.2sb4 
= (a6,2sCr6y RI 4 a6,2srdu) 
([ 
~~!PF6 as.2s 3 M ax0 1 r6u,wt112a6,2sr6u (37) 
We bound lla6,2s[fd, R] ~11 using Lemma 1, Ml1 [as 2s, (6/M)(8/&,) 
Yp,] r,ull using Lemma 2, and (l/6) IIwfl'2aa,2sfauII using (3.19). The 
result is 
I ( Ca6,2s Fh, RI u, as,2s~du)I 
- 2/k 
II~6,4s~6ul12. (38) 
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Combining (3) with (35) and (38), we get 
*lk 
+ (small const) /IXi(~g,2sr6z.4)112 
+ c ll%.&~l12 1 
Absorbing the term with (small const) coefficient into the left-hand side, we 
obtain 
2/k 
II~d~~I12+M-2E 1 ll~j(~~,2sC54112 
i 
max IT,u12 
ua 
Note that 
2/k 
max IFhz412 + CSpower llu~~2,,. (39) 
u‘5 
IlXjC~ 6,2Jh~NI G lb &2sr6xjull + II(Xj(ac5,2s)) f6”ll 
+ llc6.2sCxj9 rc5l ull 
max IF~:aul + Chpower Ilull -sO. (40) ua 
Hence in (39) we can replace l\Xj(I,,2,~~u)lI with Ila~~2,T~Xjull. 
647/69/2-10 
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Note that in (39) we can replace 2 by A since r,J differs from T, A by 
terms that contribute O(Bpower /lull -,) to the right-hand side. 
Now we have 
For j=O, 1,2 let Z, denote the sum of those terms on the right of (41) in 
which I, = wo(Z,) = j. Then we have, with R: = Z, R,, 
-2/k 
ll~6,2sb412 
+6 power 1 llf”ll2,. 
I, = 0 
When I, = 1 it suffices to consider the case Z, = X,, and we have 
where “l.c.” and “s.c.” stand for “large constant” and “small constant,” 
respectively. When I, = 2 it suffices to consider the case Z, = [X;, Xi] = 
@*(8/&q,), and we have 
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Hence 
+ Chpower Ilf,ll -,,I II~6,2s~s~II 
~ 2/k ~ 2/k 
C lb ,,*Af”I12 + c $ 
0 
II~6,J6~I12 
I, = 2 k 
-2/k 
+ CaPo- ,;, IlfJl’,. 
Y 
Thus we obtain 
(2ikN2 ~ C) 
+ SC. 1 llX,a6,2,~6ul12+ Cdpower 1 lIfyllZso+ llullZ, . (42) 
Y 
Combining this with (39) we get 
2lk 
1 ll~j(~6,2s~6~)l12 
i 
. (43) 
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The term (I(T~.~~~~u/I’ can be estimated by raplacing s by 4s in (43), and 
this estimate can then be substituted in the right-hand side of (43). The 
resulting inequality will have the term (C, M-2”)2 ll~g,,6sZ-6~112 on the right, 
and this term can again be estimated by (43), replacing s by 16s. Repeating 
this process n times with 4”sdS, we obtain 
II%,sb42 + hr2” 7 
0 
“, 2’k 1 IIXj(a&2sr6U)I12 
i 
+ CdPower 
( 
ll~l12so+~ llf”ll2,, 
) 
. 
The desired inequality (1) then follows. 
6. REDUCTION TO Two DIMENSION 
In this section we will make the same assumptions as in the proposition 
of Section 5 and, in addition, we will assume that supp(u) c U. We will 
prove that there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all P E U and 6 > 0 we 
have 
Ir,u(P)I <CCb('i")(2-L) m;x lFJ,fVl 
Y 
+ CdPower 
( 
lb4 --so + c Ilfvll --so 
) 
; 
furthermore if for all Z, we have wo(Z,) < 1 then we have 
(1) 
+ CJPower Ilull -so+ c Ilf”ll --so 3 (1)’ 
where we have set, as usual, k = k(6, P) and & = A)$ Pj. We will deduce 
the above estimate from Eq. (1) of Section 5 by “restricting” the operator A 
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to two-dimensional planes. If PE U we define the operator E, to be the 
part of - C x;? which involves only differentiations with respect to a/ax: 
and a/&$‘, that is, 
so that 
(3) 
where 
Then 
lb3 G CC(4)* + M’)*l, (4) 
lbipl G WPI + Kl, for j= 1, 2, (5) 
where the a: appear in Eq. (8) of Section 2, 
lbpl G C ( 1 l$pl + C lOpI). (6) 
ija 1 
Dropping P, we will set E = E,, E’ = Elp, bj = b:, xj = x,‘, etc. Then, in the 
plane x0 = 0, consider the disc D given by 
and set 
?&(xf,=T(f(y” Ir.l): 
‘9 (7) 
(f-3) 
here, of course, k = k(6, P) and Ak = A:. 
We will also denote by E the restriction of E to the plane x0 = 0; this is 
an elliptic operator. Let g(x’) be a fundamental solution of E so that 
(Eg)(x’) = 6(x’); here 6 is the Dirac function at the origin. If v is a function 
on R3 we will denote by WV the restriction of this function to x,=0, i.e., 
Bv(x’) = ~(0, x’). Then we have 
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r,u(O) = jg(x’) B(Ez”J,u) dx’ 
= f ts g(x’) 9(ET,u) dx’ + j g(x’)[E, ?,J W(f,u) dx’ 
= 1 tls gW(AT, u) dx’ - 
I fs gW( KT,u) dx’ - 1 z”, g%!?I-, u dx’ 
+ jgC4 fa] ~(T,u) dx’ 
= f ts @(T&Au) dx’ + j z”& gc%!( [A, r,] u) dx’ -I z”, gk@(KT,u) dx’ 
- ~i,gB(E’l’,u)dx’+~ {[E,S,]*g}W(T,u)dx’ 
= y,+ Y,- Y,- r,+ Y,. 
To estimate the Yj we will use the following lemma. 
(9) 
LEMMA. Assume that F(x’) is supported in the middle half of 
{x’ [(O, x’) E supp o~,~}. Let Q be a pseudo-differential operator of order q. 
Then 
II 
FB( Qp6 v) dx’ 
6 C (Fr j IF( dx’ (rz;,,l I4 + c’dpower II4 -s,,) (10) 
and 
FS?( Q& v) dx’ 
< C(;)““‘(, /F(x’)~2dx~)“2(~,o,,“,, +C’c3powcr ,,v,l-J. (11) 
Here the power of 6 is arbitrarily high, C is independent of A4 and 6, and C 
is independent of 6. 
Proof Write T for Qp6 and U for supp(~,,~). Modulo an error, covered 
by Lemma 1 of Section 1, the symbol of T is supported n 151~ M/6. So we 
are in the following situation: Q(x, l) E Sq supported in lrl -M/6, and 
T= Q(x, D) and is expressed by 
Tu(x) = 1 e”X-Y).Tq(x, 5) u(y) dy = j H(x, y) u(y) dy, (12) 
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with 
H(x,p)=Se”‘~“‘.iq(x,5)dT. 
Substituting 
e”“-“‘5 = 
into the definition of H and integrating by parts repeatedly, we get 
H(x,l’)=S,,,_,,e’(-‘~“.5 (l+$ ,+ 
x {(I-$+M~}&. (13) 
Since q E SY we have I{. . .} 1 d C,(M/6)“. Consequently (13) shows that 
Iqm, Y)l 6 CK, (fy?+‘z’+3 (I+$ ,x-r,y. (14) 
j F(x’) iWu(x’) dx’ = j- F(x’) Tu(0, x’) dx’ 
= 
s 
WI WA x', Y,, $1 4yo, v') &o &' dx' 
= s Sty,, y’) 4yo, y’) dyody’ (15) 
with 
NY,, Y’) = j WV W4 x’, Y,, Y’) dx’. (16) 
Set 1 =ci,,+cout on R3, with SUPP[~,, c U, and [,, = 1 in the middle half 
of U. We further restrict iin so that the r-factors in cs,s equal one on the 
support of iin and so that Ix’-yl > C6(6/A,)-“k whenever X’E supp(F) 
and y E supp([,,,). By taking K very large in (14) we get 
Iliout(Y) H(“, x’, YO, ~‘)llH~o~~-~ariables) d CC5power (17) 
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for each x’ E supp(F), and “power” can be made arbitrarily large by taking 
K large enough. Hence, integrating against F(x’), we get 
IliO”tSI/ HsO < CPwer I 
IF( dx’, 
and therefore 
/I 
L,(Y) S(YO> Y’) 4~0, Y’) ho W 
< (g-p”“” 
I IW)l dx’. lb4 -s,,. 
Now from (16) and (14) we have 
IISII Lo < I I&,)l dx’ .max IW, x’, Y,, HI ho &’ x’ I 
Hence 
<in(Y) S(YO, Y’) 4~0, Y’) 40 dy’ d IISIIL~tRq max I4 
SUPP(L”) 
Combining this with (19), we have 
S(YO, Y’) 4~0, Y’) dye dy’ 
< C IF( dx’ i ’ rnz IuI + apower llull --sg 
, 
which completes the proof of (10). 
From (14) and (16) we will deduce that 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
where we regard [in/crg,s as vanishing outside supp(o,,,). To prove (23), 
recall that 
fr& y) = pN 3 (r-factors)(y). 
0 
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Since the ii,, are supported in a set where the z-factors are equal to one, 
then with x = (0, x’) and K 2 N, we have 
c(M/6)4+3 
1 +$ I-Y-y12 
K dx’ 
with 
Since j[Gll L2 < C IIFIIL2, (23) follows. 
Now (23) implies 
I” Iqx,)12 dx’ 
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Combining this with (19) yields 
112 
+ C’&Power IF(x dx’ lb4 -30’ (24) 
Substituting in (15) we get (1 1 ), which completes the proof of the lemma. 
To apply this lemma we will need the following. 
COROLLARY. Let Q be a pseudo-differential operator of order q. 
(A) Suppose that F satisfies 
l~(zf)ldCln[~x.l~‘.(~)I-*] inD. (25) 
Then 
FB(Q=,u) dx’l < C($)“’ 1’2 (t), Ila,,rguII + C’Pwer Ilull ~sg 
2lk 
max Ir,ul + C’6power [lull --sO. 
Uh 
(26) 
(B) Suppose that 
IF( <c lx’1 -’ in il. (27) 
Then 
and 
h/f q+1/2 
WQf,u) dx’ < C(ln M)‘/~ s 
0 
Il~a.Jaull 
+ C’Power Ilull - -so.  (29) 
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(C) Assume 
and X a tangential vector field. Then 
/i 
F9(XQT,u) dx’( d CM (;>’ (In 61 rn$ If-,ul + C’6power Ilull psO. (30) 
Proof Set v = r,u. Note that Qrdu differs from Qp&u by 
(36 power Ilull -,,) at each point by Lemma 1 of Section 1. Thus (26) follows 
from (10) and (28) follows from (11). To prove (29) we write 
II D 
~~tQ~,,,dxflQlf,..,,>,. -j+~j-<,...-~~ (31) 
where p = ( 1/M2”)(~/&)‘lk. Using (11) on the first integral on the right and 
(30) on the second integral, we obtain (29). 
To prove (30) we proceed as follows. 
(a) If F(x’) = 0 for lx’1 < C6’O”, then write 
FB(XQT,u) dx’ = 1 (X*F) B(QT,u) dx’ I I 
. (max Ir,ul + C’bpower Ilull -.,) 
U6 
(by (10) applied to v = T,u) 
d C 7 
0 
4 Iln 61 .(rnz Ir,ul + C’dpower [lull -,,). 
(p) On the other hand, if F(x’) = 0 for lx’1 > GIOo, then 
(by (10) applied to v = f, u, and XQ in place of Q) 
M 4+1 
<c - 
0 6 
. C6’O”. (max Ir,ul + Clbpower Ilull -J. 
UC? 
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So our conclusion holds in both cases (a) and (/?). A general F may be 
written as F=F.tl,+F.& with 13,+8,=1, %I,,M,=O(Kr”)), 8, sup- 
ported in lx’1 < C~“‘O, 8, supported in lx’/ > C61°0. Both F, and F, satisfy 
the hypothesis of (C), so (C) follows from the special cases (a) and (/I). 
We are now in a position to estimate the Yi that appear in (9). We have 
Thus using (26) and (29) we obtain 
1 Y,I < C(ln M)“’ (y’(t)-‘;” IlfJa,srsul, 
+ $ max Ir,ul + Capower 
us Ilull --so 
and from Eq. (1) of Section 5 we have 
I Y,( <$ max Ir,ul+ CP max IF’sul 
us us 
+ C6POW.- Ilull -so+ c Ilf”ll -so 
> 
. 
Next, the term Y, is given by 
Y, = j T6 gW(E’r,u) dx’. 
We express E’ in the form (see (3)) 
(33) 
(34) 
~=~,(i$$+o)fb”(&)** 
Then 
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We estimate I Y4r I and 1 Yd21, 1 Y,,l using (26) and (29). Note that from (3) 
we have 
-2/k 
6, 
and 
so that 
Hence we see that the I Y,,l and so also ) Y,l are estimated by the right- 
hand side of (33). 
Now consider 
Y3 = - I ta g9( Kr, u) dx’, (35) 
K can be written as K= 012Q1, where Q’ is a first-order pseudo-differential 
operator, and we again use (26) to estimate Y, with F= 01256 g; we find 
that I Y,l is bounded by the right-hand side of (33), since 
18’*1 < C(6/&-2’k 6 in the support of ?&. 
Next 
Y2 = 5 ?a gSe( [A, r,] u) dx’. (36) 
To estimate Y,, note that [A, r,] u = [A, r,] Paz4 + O(bpower Iju(( -s0), at 
each point (Lemma 1 of Section 1). Now [A, r,] = xi’= r XjQj + Q,, where 
Qj, Q, are pseudo-differential operators of order zero. Write 
xj=yg+wj &. 
( > 0 
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Then 
in supp( fa) 
and 
We have 
- I/k 
(37) 
hence applying the analogues of (26) and (29) with r, replaced by ra we 
conclude that I Y,I is bounded by the right-hand side of (33). 
Finally, we estimate Y,. We have 
Y, = j z”,gB(f,Au) dx’. (38) 
Recall that 
where Z,E CJ’ with wo(Z,) = I, < 2 and the R, are pseudo-differential 
operators of order zero. Here we are dealing only with the case o(Z,) < 1. 
By Lemma 1 of Section 1 we obtain 
Y,=CS5,g~(Tsz,R,P,f;)dx’+O power c IlfYll +J. (39) 
Y Y 
To estimate these terms we will need once more to modify the inequalities 
(26) and (29) by replacing f, with pdb, and we will denote the resulting 
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inequalities by (26)’ and (29)‘. First, consider the case o(Z,) = I, = 0; in this 
case we use (26)’ with F= ?a g, Q = TaZ,R, and obtain 
(40) 
Next, suppose o(Z,) = wo(Z,) = I, = 1; in this case Z, is a combination of 
the Xi and thus to prove (40) it will suffice to take Z, = X, and we have 
Y,,< 
I j 
{V-j=““,* (Gg)) ~(K4,) &fvW’ 
+ {u~,cg}B({~1;R,}~~f”)dx’l 
I j 
+ (r,g} ~((Cr,,xjlRv} Fa.fv)dx’. 
The estimate (40) is established by using (26)’ and (28)’ on the integrals 
above. We use (37) to estimate the term in the first braces of the first 
integral. Then in order to apply (26)’ and (28)’ we set Q equal to the terms 
in the second braces in each of the above integrals. 
Now suppose that I, = wo(Z,) = 2 and o(Z,) = 1. Then we have to 
consider only the case Z,, = [X,, X2] = ~!J~~(a/ax,,). So we have 
,< C max I?bfJ + CSpower IlfJl -,; u,5 
here we used (26)‘. 
This proves (40) in all cases and now we have Y, under control. 
Combining the estimates for the Yj we get 
+ CJPower (Ilull --so + c llf”ll~30). (41) 
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Recall that P is an aribtrary point of U and that in our present coordinates 
0 represents the point P. We are now in a position to conclude the proof 
of (1). First note that if Q# U then Tsu(Q) = O(gpower Ilull -,) and 
r6u(Q) = O(bpower Ilull -,) since supp u c U. Hence 
rnRax If,ul d max (T,uJ + GSpower /lull PS0. 
u 
Recalling (s/A,) ‘lk < C6 lim and applying (41) for all P, we get 
Cl 
+ CaPower 
( 
Ilull --so + c Ilf”ll -so . 
Y ) 
Hence choosing M sufficiently large we obtain 
+ C~Power 
( 
ll4L,+~ Ilf”llLso . 
Y ) 
(42) 
Now let $,, = 1(/, Ic/, , . . . . II/, = 5 be functions in C;(rW3) such that tij+, = 1 in 
a neighborhood of the support of tij. Define rg by 
Then (43) holds with p6bu replaced by riu. Further max Iriul can be 
estimated using (43) with p6u replaced by Gu. Iterating we obtain 
m;x Ir,ul < CPy m;x IP6’aul +I P’“)(2--h)m;x IP6fYI 
Y 
+ (-dPower 
( 
Ilull --so + c Ilf”ll --so . 
Y > 
For fixed “power” we have, if n is large enough, 
P’max I~Jul G Cdpower Ilull PS0. 
This concludes the proof of (1). 
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To prove (1)’ recall that for Q E U6 c @p*k’6.p) we have 41, < Af. Further 
hence 
-l/&(&P) ~ l/&&Q) 
. (44) 
Therefore, we can rewrite (42) in the form 
~ l/k(&P) 
I~,W)I 
+D (lh)(lp’~) max IrJ,l + Cdpower Ilull --sg + C Ilf,ll --s0 . (45) 
Y cl ( Y ) 
Here we used the fact that 1 - 1, > 0. Now we can deduce (1)’ from (45) in 
exactly the same way that we deduced (1) from (42). 
7. AN ESTIMATE FOR Zu 
In this section we will prove the following estimate. If ZE S!‘, 
we(Z) = o(Z) = 1, and I, = wo(Z,) 6 1 then 
If,Zul 6 C* Iln 61 1 m;x IF&l + Cc grl’m)c’-‘v)m~ IPbbfyI 
I, = I Y 
+ C~POW 
( 
Ilull --So + c IILII -so 
) 
(1) 
Y 
and if there exist h, such that 
o(ZZ, - h,(X: + *,, < 1 
then we can take C* = 0. Condition (2) arises when, for example, 
z=x,+ix, 
and 
z,=x,-ix*. 
(2) 
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We start with 
T,Zu(O) = j g(x’) W(Er”J,Zu) dx’. 
We obtain Eq. (9) of Section 6 with u replaced by ZU, 
r,zu(o) = j ?, gB(T,AZu) dz’ + r* - r; - r:, + r;, 
(3) 
(4) 
where the Y; are obtained by replacing u with ZU in (9). Thus from 
Section 6 we obtain 
+2 max Ir,Zul + CSpower 
un 1141 --so* 
Since we(Z) = 1, we have 
Then 
1 Sg gB( r, AZu) dx’ = 15, g9( f &ZAu) dx’ 
+ j f6 @(T,[A, Z] u) dx’= Yll + Y;, (6) 
We estimate Y12. 
Recall A= -Cig+K, so 
CA,Zl=2C [Z, Xi] Xi+C [Xi, [Z,xi]]+ [KZI 
i i 
=~‘ppx,~~+~~iB’z~x,+B12Q1 
0 
+ c (Xi @‘I Q; + Qo, 
(5) 
(7) 
where the Q’ and Q,! are first order and Q, is a zero-order pseudo-differen- 
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tial operator and the cpii, ‘pi are C” functions. So Y;, is the sum of the 
following: 
Y; = 11 fs @(I-,rp,X,X,u) dx’, 
ij 
Y; = 
f 
ts g92( r, Ol’Q ‘u) dx’, 
Y: = 11 fs gSe(l-,(XjO’2) Q,! u) dx’, 
i 
Y;l = f Ta gB(f,Qou) dx’. 
(8) 
Now 
max IT’aul + Capower llull --sg 
us 
by virtue of Eq. (26) of Section 6 and Lemma 1 of Section 1: 
+ ~~irg%‘([r,, (XjP2)] Q,!u)dx’= Y;, + Y,“,. (9) 
J 
Since [r,, (X,0”)] is a pseudo-differential operator of order - 1, we have 
[r,, (X,0”)] Q’ = Q”& 
modulo errors which can be estimated by Lemma 1 of Section 1. Hence we 
estimate both Y!,, and Yi2 using (26)’ (see text following Eq. (39) in 
Section 6) and we obtain 
- l/k 
Similarly 
max IT6bul + Cdpower llull --so. 
us 
(10) 
y;=jp- Tb gB(T,Q’u) dx’ + 
I 
fs gB( [I-,, 012] Q’u) dx’. 
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So Y;l can also be estimated by the right side of (10). Next, 
+ C[isg9 [l-~cpi,tl12]-&Xiu dx’= Y;,+ Yil,. 
i 0 
As before [T,cpi, 0”](a/ax,) is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero 
So applying Lemma 1 of Section 1 and (26)’ as usual we get 
1 Y;l,l 6 CT 
0 
$ 
k 
*lk rnc IF& X,24/ + Cdpower /lull Ps0. 
Now, 
a y;, = 0(&J- cp;- raXiu dx’ 
ax0 > 
so that 
- l/k 
Y; = c 1 fd gS?(X;l-,cp,Xju) dx’ 
ij 
=I j ((Fg)*(Z”s g)} W(Taq,Xju) dx’ 
i.i 
+ 1 J 7s gW( CfacP,, Xi1 Xju) dx’ 
= r;l, + r;, + r;3 + Y1;4. 
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To estimate Y;, we write 
Y’,‘, = 1 f { (A’jang)*(Tb g)} 91(cp,I’,Xju) dx’ 
ij 
+ C S { (J?“)*(fs g)} g(Cr,, CPU] xju) dx’. 
ij 
Thus both terms above are estimated by 
Hence we have shown that I Y’J is estimated by 
where C, and C are independent of 6 and C, is also independent of M. 
It remains to estimate Y, 1 ; we have 
r;l =cJ ~iigWJ-,ZZvR,fv)dx' 
=iJ ~sHWzJ&f,)dx Y 
+ cj- WW-~,Zl Rvfv)dx' 
Y 
+ ~~isgW(CCr,,Zl,Z,lR~f,)dx’ 
Y 
= y;,, + y;,, + y;,, + y;,,. 
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When o(Z,) =0 then Y;, can be estimated the same way as (40) of 
Section 6, and it is bounded by 
Let yj denote the part of Y;, in which the sum is taken over those v for 
which I, = 1. 
Since [[r,, Z], Z,] is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero, we 
see that 
lYA<C $ 0 
2/k 
k ,?, “6 
max IFa’sfyI + C6power 
” 
,g, Ilf”ll --so’ 
Y 
To estimate the remaining terms we write Ztang = C aiFg and 
Z = Ztang + w(a/ax,), similarly Z, = Zys + w,(a/ax,). So we have 
c= c 1 w:an6)*(Gg)) a(Cr,,zl R"f")dX' 
/?= I
and 
p2= 1 j {(Ztang)*&g)) WCr,, &I Rvfvldx' 
/,= 1 
+ 1 j- wf6gW 
Iv= 1 
& Cr,, &I R.fv)dx' 
Then we obtain, using (26)’ and (28)’ of Section 6 as usual, 
To estimate yI we first write 
zz,= z-g+w& 
( 0 >( 
zp”B+w”; 
0 > 
= zt~“eqw + z tangW 
a 
- + pw w - + 
+ (Y&$4) a 
[ 
a 
w -, zy? 
” ax, ” ax, ax, 1 
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= p”gzyg + ( pwW” + z:““gw a 
)H a-% 
+ {(&“)(&)+[&z~g]} 
-(ZE”““w) (&) + WW” (&)‘. 
Then y1 becomes a sum of the following terms (with I, = 1): 
P,, = j t6 gS%‘(Zta”“Zt”““i-,R, fv) dx’ 
8,, = 
J ( 
f, g9 ( ztangw, + zpgw )(&) Wvfv)dx' 
~~~=ii~~~(w{(~)(~)+[~,z~ng]}T,R.f,)d*' 
P,, = f tla ga? ( v (Zta”gW )(&)r,Rvfv)dxr 
~,~=,i~99e(,,,(~)'r~R"f")dx'. 
Using (26)’ of Section 6 and Lemma 1 in Section 1 as usual, we obtain 
6C C max ITdfJ + C 1 dpower llf,ll-,. (12) 
I,=1 ug I, = 1 
(To handle t13, we just note that the expression in braces is first order.) 
To estimate y,I we write 
P,, = f { (Ztang)*(fs g)} 9(Zt”““r, R, f,) dx’ 
= - 
I 
{16Zta”gg} B(Z:““gr,R, f,) dx’ 
+ 
s 
{ g(Ztang)* fs} a(Zygr, R, f,) dx’ 
(recalling that (Ztang)* = - Ztang + 0th order) 
= - 
s 
&Ztangg} a(Zt”““r, R, fv) dx’ 
+ J [(Z ;“g)*(g(Ztang)* 2,}] %?(r,R,f,) dx’= Y,+ Y,. 
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Y, is dominated by the right-hand side of (12), by the usual arguments 
using (26)’ and (28)’ of Section 6; and 
in view of (30)’ of Section 6. Moreover, if (2) is satisfied, then 
Y,= -J [(zt""")*{~az'""gg)]a(TsR,f")dx' 
(the formal manipulation is justified by elementary distribution theory, 
since 9(T,R, fv) is P). Again recalling that (Ztang)* = -Zr”g + 0th 
order, we get 
Y, = 
s 
{ 5, ZygZtangg } L@( I-, R, fy ) dx’ 
- 
I 
{(Z-g)* f6} { Ztangg} 9?(r, R, f,) dx’ Y 
= Yu- Yb. 
The term Yb is analogous to Y, above, and the usual arguments show 
that it is dominated by the right-hand side of (12). 
Since (2) is satisfied, we can estimate Ya, because 
Z;“gZtangg = h, Eg + F, g, 
where F, is a first-order operator in x, , x2. In fact, E(g) is the Dirac delta 
function at the origin, so we have 
which is easily dominated by the right-hand side of (12). Collecting the 
above estimates for the pieces of Y, r, we get 
with C* = 0 if Z satisfies (2). 
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Combining this with our estimate (11) for 1 YI,l and then with (5) yields 
+ C* Iln 61 C max IF&l 
I,=1 “6 
+ CJPower Ilull -so +I IMII -30 . (13) 
Y 
To estimate the term involving II~~,~r~X,ull in (13), we invoke estimate (1) 
of Section 5, which gives 
J-112 L -Ilk 
0 Ak 
Hence ( 13) implies 
- l/k 
+ C* (In 61 1 max lF6,fVl 
h=l “6 
+ C~P‘=w 
( 
lbll --so + c IlfYll --so . 
Y > 
(14) 
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The results of Section 6 let us control the second term on the right. In 
fact, from Eqs. (1)’ and (44) of Section 6 we obtain for Q E Ud that 
- l/k -ClIkWG,Q) 
Ir,u(Q)I 
GCCS (l/m)(l -L) muax Ip,fyI 
Y 
+ (yjP-- 
( 
1141 -so + c Ilf”ll -so . (15) 
Y 
There is an analogous inequality for (s/n,) ~ ‘jk Ip8~( Q)l, namely 
for a suitable pseudo-differential operator F8 whose symbol has support in 
[<I - M/6. (In fact (16) is really the same as (15) in different notation. 
Compare with the discussion of rj in Section 6.) 
Putting (15), (16) into (14), we obtain 
Ir,Zu(O)l + m;x Ir,Zul + Cf!Iy 1 m;x JF,JiuI 
i 
+ c&Y 
(l/m)(l-L) muax IfJI 
Y 
+ C* (In 61 C rntx IFaf,l 
I,= 1 
+ ChPower 
( 
lbll --so + c IlfYll -so . 
Y ) 
(17) 
Here we used the fact that maxu Ip6gl < Cmax, I?Agl + CJpower llgll --sO. 
Proceeding as at the end of Section 6, we obtain 
max Ir,Zul d Giy C max IF8aXiu( 
cl i u 
+ cp (l/mNl -h) mua” I&bf”l 
Y 
+ C* Iln 61 C m;x If+d 
Iv= 1 
+ CbPower 
( 
lb4 --so + 1 IlfYll --so . 
Y > 
(18) 
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In (18) we can take Z= A’,, sum on i, and iterate as at the end of Section 6. 
The result is 
+ CdPower (11~11 -so + 1 Ilf”ll -so). (19) 
Y 
Note that C* * # 0. 
In fact, (19) holds with r, replaced by Fa on the left side, for the 
difference is merely a change in notation. We can now substitute the new 
form of (19) back into (18); since &‘ln6=0(1), we get 
+ CJPower 
( 
lldl -so + c Ilf”ll --so (20) 
Y 
with C* = 0 if (2) holds. Estimate (20) differs from our desired result (1) 
only by a change of notation. 
8. CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we will conclude the proof of the main theorem by 
proving the following, which is really a stronger version of the main 
theorem. 
THEOREM. Given u,f,,f?, . . ..fq~H-.(R3) such that 
where o(Z,) < 2, wo(Z,) = I, < 2 and when wo(Z,) = 2, then there exists w, 
such that o(Z, - w,(g + z)) < 1. Suppose that Poe R3 is of type m and 
that U is a neighborhood of PO such that IOi’*.~~,jrnI is bounded away from 
zero on U. Suppose that V is a neighborhood of PO such that if, E LIP(a,) 
for all c E CF( V). Then <UE LIP(r,) for all [E CF(Un V), where 
r,=min,{a,+(2-I,)/m}. 
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Zf wo(Z,) < 1 for all v and if ZE x with we(Z) = 1 then for each 
c E C,“(Un V) there exists a C> 0 such that 
lr,(LZu)l d C Iln 4 P, 
where r, = min, { tl, + (1 - 1,)/m >. Furthermore, if whenever wo(Z,) = 1 there 
exists h, so that o(ZZ,- h,(q +g))< 1 then czu~LIP(r,) for all 
(EC,“(Un V). 
In proving this theorem we will assume at first that supp(u), 
supp(f,) c U; later this assumption will be removed. 
In Section 6 we estimated Ir,ul with supp(u) c U under the assumption 
that o(Z,) < 1. We will now estimate Ir,ul whenever wo(Z,) < 2 with the 
condition that if wo(Z,) =2 then there exists w, such that 
o(Z, - w,(z + J$) d 1. Recall that in Section 6 we proved that 
Ir,ul <CC6(1/“)(2~‘~‘m;x lT6fvl +Cbpower llullL,+~ Ilfvll-sO (1) 
Y ( ) 
under the restriction o(Z,) = 1. We will now show that (1) holds under the 
above condition. Let Z: = Z, - wy($ + A$ then we have 
Z,=Z:-A~w,+K~w,+[(X:+~), w,]. 
Hence the equation Au = C Z,R,f, can be rewritten in the form 
A 
( 
u+e 1 wvR,f, 
Iv = 2 ) 
= c Z&f,+ 1 Z:Rlfv-A (1-e) c w,R,fv 3 
( > 
(2) 
I”< 1 I, = 2 I,= 2 
where wo(Z:l) < 2 and o(Z:) d 1 and t3~ C?(U) equals one on supp(f,). 
Hence we can apply the estimate (1) to this equation and get 
u+e c wvR,fv 
)I 
GCCS 
I, = 2 Y  
(l/mK-L) m;x I& f”I 
+ C~power(l141 --so + Ilf”ll -so) 
since the last term in (2) is a C” function. The desired result then follows 
from 
Ir,4 G r, 
I ( 
u+O c w,R,fv 
)I 
+ c Ir,(ew,R,fv)I 
I, = 2 I,= 2 
d r, 
I ( 
u+e 1 w,R,f, 
>I 
+ C 1 I&fvI 
I,= 2 I, = 2 
+ C~Powe= ,;, IlfYll --so’ 
Y 
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Now to prove the theorem, we recall that we have u,j”” E HP0 and that 
for every [E C;(V) there is a C so that 
and 
Au = c Z,R, f,,. 
Since our estimates refer only to u with support in U we consider 
45~) = iA + CA, Cl ZJ 
= 1 LVLf, + CA, il i’u + E4 il(l -i’) ~4 
= 1 ZMfv + 1 [i, Whl i’fy + 1 CL Z,R,I(1- i’)f, 
+ CA, il i’u + CA, Cl(1 -C”) u. 
Here [’ E CT(U) with c’ = 1 on the support on c. Thus for any N, the term 
involving (1 - c’)f, equals 0( IlfJ --N) and the term involving (1 - [‘) u 
equals O(llull --N). Let R: = l-5, Z, R,], then R: is a pseudo-differential 
operator of order zero. Note that [A, c] = C Z: R:‘, when the Z: E !X with 
wo(Z:) < 1 and the R:’ are peudo-differential operators of order zero. Then 
we have 
A(b) = 1 Z,R,(5fy) + c R:(ilf,) + 1 Z: R:l’u + ERROR; 
(3) 
IIERRWl,=O c IlfvIIL,v+ Ilull --N . 
Hence from (1) it follows that 
< CC~“~ m;x lF8([‘u)l + Cc J(1’m)(2-‘/,)+~~. (4) 
Since UEH-~O we have lFJ[‘u)l < Ch-so-3/2, for all C’E@(~). Hence 
(4) implies that 1~6(~~)1 < C6”, for all i E C;(U), where 
t, = min{ -s,, - 3 + l/m, (l/m)(2 - I,) + a,}. Iterating this argumentj times, 
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we get Ifa( < C~‘J with tj = min( -sO + $ +j/rn, (l/m)(2 -1,) + a,). 
Hence we have lr,(&$)l 6 C6’0 with r,=min{(l/m)(2-f,)+a,} as 
required. Applying (1) of SecGon 7 to (3), we get 
<c* Jlog6) 1 ~“~+c~~(l/~)(l-I~)+~“+c~ro 
I,= I 
< c* /log 61 6” + Cd”. 
This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
We conclude this section with two remarks. 
(5) 
(I) Using the same type of arguments as in Section 7 and in the 
present section, one can prove the following under the hypothesis of the 
theorem. If wo(Z,) = 0 for all V, if Z E d with we(Z) = 2, and if there exists 
a w  such that o(Z- w( w;Z+ J$)< 1 then [Zue LIP(r,) for all 
[ECF(U~ V), where r2=minv {a,). 
(II) The condition jr,(g)) < C lln 61 6” can be expressed in terms of 
an estimate on (g(x) -g(y)/. 
APPENDIX: APPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In the Introduction we gave a brief sketch of how the main theorem 
implies Theorems 1 and 2. Here we will give an outline of the proofs of 
Theorems 1 to 6. A detailed account is given in [K4]. In all these theorems 
the idea is to prove that a function is in one of the LIP spaces on the boun- 
dary by decomposing the function as a sum of three pieces and treating 
each summand separately. The decomposition is achieved by means of 
zero-order pseudo-differential operators So, 9+, 8- whose symbols 
p”(x, r), p+(x, 0, and p-(x, 5) have supports in the sets u’ x q”, u’ x V+, 
and u’ x GF, respectively. Here u’ is a small neighborhood of PO, and 
and 
~“={t;~[W31either~~‘~>~~~0~or~~~<2}, 
%‘+ = {5cR3 I ICI < Ito1 and to> I>, 
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From (14) of Section 1 it then follows that Y(t) = 1 on %‘+ and 
Y(t) = - 1 on %:-, hence we obtain 
Kg+ -eTpP+ -$[L, E] .9’+ -aL9+ -b&P+ (1) 
and 
KPpBT9- - -i[L, E] .cF +aL9-pbLF, 
where - signifies equal modulo operators of order -co. These can be 
rewritten in the form 
and 
~LS--LL~~+K~--aLP--b~~-. (3) 
From the definition of A, it follows that 
A= -$(LL+LL)+K, (4) 
hence we have 
and 
AB+ - --ELP+ - (aL9’+ +b&?P+) (5) 
ACF - -L&?J- + (aLB- + b&F). (6) 
We start with an outline of the proof of Theorem 5. Recalling 
L=f, 
it will suffice to show that [u E LIP(s + l/m) for all 5 supported in some 
small neighborhood of P,. Then we have 
L( lu) = if- L( &J u. (7) 
We will interpret (7) as being an equation on R3. 
Applying 8’ to (7), we obtain 
where the symbol of ,@,” has support in u’ x $?‘, p= 1 on a neighborhood of 
supp(c), and W is an operator of order -co. The operator 1 is elliptic in 
u’ x V” hence we have @“‘(cu) E LIP(s + 1) c LIP(s + l/m). 
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Applying LB - to (7), we obtain 
where $- N -[S-, E] o< -8- 0 L(c), the support of the symbol of 
@- lies in supp(p- ). From (26) we then have 
where the symbols of the Y1: are supported in u’ x V. We now apply the 
main theorem, with Z, = Zz = L, Z, = L, Z, = 1, Rj= 9,: for 1 <j< 3, 
R4 = 9, f, =f, and fj= u for 2< j< 4. We obtain that C’S-cu E LIP(r), 
with r = min{ s + l/m, -t+ l/m} and ~‘EC,“(U~ V). Now we can use a 
“bootstrap” argument: replace 9’ by B; and then by 9; and we obtain 
that [‘p,- CUE LIP(r) for j= 1,2 hence <‘Y-&E LIP(r), where 
r’=min{s+ l/m, - 3 + 2/m}; repeating this argument, we eventually 
obtain c’p-i$ = LIP(s + l/m). 
It will now suffice to prove that [‘~‘<uE LIP(s + l/m), since by choos- 
ing 8+ and 9 - so that Z = 8’ + 9 + + 8- and choosing i’ equal to one 
on supp {, we have iu = [‘S”ju + i’p +cu + i’g -cu. As yet we have not 
used the condition u I Xb(b(S2)). In [K6], and also in CBS], it is proved 
that the range of L in L,(bQ) is closed. Hence u I Y&(Q) implies that there 
exists VE L,(bQ) so that 
u=L+v= -Lv+gv, 
where g E C”(bQ). Then 
Hence 
i$ = - Llv -I- g’v. 
L(Q4) = -JCL(@) + Qg’v) 
so that from (7), we get 
-LL(~v)=~f+L(~,v)+L(~,v)+~,o. 
Applying B + and arguing as above, we obtain 
(9) 
AB+iv=~:f+LB:v+L~:v+B:v+~v, (10) 
where the g,? are zero-order pseudo-differential operators whose symbols 
have supports in U’ x +?+ and W is of order - co. Hence applying the main 
theorem and again using a “bootstrap” argument, we obtain 
~‘Y”[u E LIP(s + 2/m); thus, applying the main theorem again, we obtain 
[‘L~‘+[u E LIP(s + l/m). Finally, since Y+[u = - L8+[v + g+[“u we 
conclude that ~‘~+[u E LIP(s + l/m). 
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To prove Theorem 6 we first observe that the conclusion of Theorem 5 
applies to the equation L*w =f when w  is orthogonal to the nullspace of 
L*. Hence, since Lu is orthogonal to the nullspace of L*, we conclude from 
(7) that [Lu E LIP(s + l/m) and hence [u E LIP(s + 2/m)--concluding the 
proof of Theorem 6. 
Next, we take up Theorem 4. Here we observe that Sf IbR = f - u, 
where u I ~$(bS2) and EM = Ef: Thus we wish to prove that CUE LIP(s). 
Replacing f by Ef in (8), we obtain 
Ad~5u=LL~‘,f+L~~,f+L~‘,u+L~,u+~~. (11) 
Noting that o(LL - Xi - z) = 1, we obtain, by applying the main theorem 
and the “bootstrap” argument, that QF[u E LIP(s). Replacing f by Lf in 
(28), we obtain 
Applying the main theorem and the “bootstrap” argument, we obtain 
[‘FY+[vELIP(s+ l/m) and [‘L??+jv, [‘L~‘~vELIP(s’) when s’<s. Thus 
also C’S: UE LIP(s+ l/m) and <‘L9: VE LIP(s’) when s’< s. Now we 
again apply the main theorem to (12) with Z, = L, Z, = 1 for 2 d v < 6, 
R,=9:, R,=e@:, and R,=l for 3<v<6, f,=f*=f, f3=LP;v, 
f4 = .c’j+ v, fs = 94’ 0, and f6 = &!v. This time the condition O(ZZ, - 
h,(x +z)) is satisfied and hence we conclude that c’LB+jv~ LIP(s). 
Therefore, [‘g +cu E LIP(s). Thus we have shown that [(Sf I bR) E LIP(s) for 
5 E Cz( U n T/n M2). Since S’ is holomorphic and s is not an integer we 
conclude that &Sfe LIP(s), for all [E C;(Un I/n Q), which proves 
Theorem 4. 
Now we take up Theorem 3. Setting f = (1,,c1i - ri, a*) 1 bR, we conclude 
thatL(uI,,)=fandhencei(uI,,)ELIP(s+l/m)foriEC,”(UnVnbSZ). 
Since ais elliptic we conclude that [u E LIP(s + l/m) for c E C;( U n Yn L?) 
as required. 
To prove Theorem 1 we set f. = ( rtZrxl - rz, CQ) 1 bn and u,, = u I bR. 
A technical problem is that uO, fO, and other such restrictions are 
distributions instead of functions; this point is dealt with carefully in 
[K4] but we ignore it now for purposes of exposition. Then Lu, =fo 
and it follows, from the proof of Theorem 5, that ~‘~“~~ and 
[‘S-[u, E LIP(s + l/m). To analyze B ‘cuO we have to use the fact that 
u I X(Q). Since the range of a is closed there exists a (0, 1)-form cp such 
that cp E Dom(J*) and such that a*(~ = U. We can choose cp orthogonal to 
the nullspace of z* hence 4p = aw so that & =O. Then 40 satisfies the 
equation 
(aa* + a*a) fp = a. (13) 
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Let o1 = ri2 dz, - ri, dz, and o2 = & = rZ, dz, + rZ2 dz,. Then we can express 
cp in terms of the o by 
The condition cp E Dom(a*) then means that (p2 = 0 on b&l. Equation (31) 
implies that we can write 
and 
where the Ei are second-order elliptic operators, the Fi are first-order 
operators, and cf E V(Q). We then conclude that any first-order partial 
derivatives of vi and bQ can be expressed in terms of the elk and a lirst- 
order pseudo-differential operator on bf2 applied to cp, IbR. Since (p2 is two 
derivatives “smoother” than the right-hand side of (15) we conclude that 
any first-order derivative of (p2 on bQ can be expressed in terms of a 
pseudo-differential operator of order - 1 on a and a pseudo-differential 
operator of order 0 on bQ applied to rp , 1 bQ. Localizing this and assuming 
that [‘9’[(cp, lbR)~LIP(t) we conclude that [‘.Y”i(Dq, Ibn) E 
LIP(min(s + 4, t}) for any first-order differential operator D. In terms of cpi 
and ‘p2 the equation 8**cp = u becomes 
-Lo,-L’cpz+h,~,+h,cp,=u, (16) 
where 
L’ = ri, t + rr2 $, 
21 2 
and hi E Cm(Q). Hence u,, = - Lq, 1 bR + fi, where @“Ql E LIP(min 
{s+;, t}) for all c~Cg(Un VnbQ). 
Let u = cp 1 I *a. We then obtain 
-L~v+ly=fo. 
Thus we get the analogue of (lo), 
A9+jv=B:fo+~P;fl+9:~ 
+ LB:v+~~:,+~,+v+W,u+~*P, (17) 
where the gj are of order -co. Applying the main theorem, we obtain 
i’??‘[v E LIP(min{s + 2/m, t + l/m}). Hence the usual “bootstrap” 
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argument shows that we can set t = s + l/m. Then [‘9: fl E LIP(s + l/m) 
and another application of the main theorem to (34) gives 
C’LB’cu E LIP(s + l/m). It then follows that j’Y’+ju, E LIP(s + l/m) and 
hence ~u,ELIP(s+ l/m). The ellipticity of (2) then implies that 
CUE LIP(s + l/m) provided that s + l/m is not an integer and 
cEC,“(Un vna,. 
Finally, Theorem 2 is proved by replacing CI with af in the above proof 
and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4. 
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